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ABSTRACT 

The Punjab government decision for changing mode of teaching from Urdu to 

0English created disturbance among the teachers. Because Urdu was being used as 

medium of instruction even prior to creation of Pakistan, so, it was difficult for teachers 

to modify their minds, for English as language of instruction. They showed less 

confidence in their capabilities and faced problems in adjusting themselves in new 

environment and while delivering education to the students efficiently. They should 

hesitate to absorb the change. Keeping in mind the situation, the present study was 

conducted to measure and compare the willingness, confidence level and self-efficacy 

beliefs among the teachers of Urdu and English, while teaching at secondary schools. 

The study to explore the self-efficacy beliefs of school teachers and make a 

comparison on the basis of medium of instruction. For the purpose, the sample of 

teachers who were teaching Urdu or English to any of the classes from 1-10 was taken. 

Use Survey method and for sampling Multistage stratified random and convenient 

sampling technique was used. Sample size was 864 with 432 male teachers and 432 

female teachers form 216 randomly selected, form them these were 429 Urban and 435 

rural teachers, 452 were teaching English and 412 Urdu selected primary, elementary and 

secondary schools of the nine districts selected from three administrative divisions of the 

Punjab province randomly.  

Data were collected using Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) developed 

by Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk (2001) 

For data collection the scale having 24 items on the three different sub scales were 

used the bilingual version of the questionnaire was used for the convenience of 

respondents and analyzed this data using independent samples t-test, two way and 

multivariate analysis of variance. 

The study revealed that teachers of Urdu had a higher level of self-efficacy as 

compared to teachers of English on the overall TSES scores as well as on the three sub-

scales of the instrument. 

 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In societies, where several languages are spoken, discussion on mode of education 

is common. Generally public is in favor of mother language as mode of education. While, 

globalization is demanding a common language like English, among the nations for better 

coordination. Moreover, English is the widely used language in the field of science and 

technology, international business matters and communication. (Nunan 2003). In the 

multifaceted nations such as Pakistan where, Urdu is considered to be the national 

language, the School Education Department of Punjab declared 588 schools in phase I 

and 1764 in phase II as English medium Under the Education Sector Reforms of the 

Government of the Punjab. It was decided that from 1st April 2009, science and 

mathematics subjects will be taught in English. Moreover, it was decided that math and 

science subjects from class 6th in the selected public sector high schools of the Punjab 

will be taught in English language. (Directorate for Staff Development 2010). 

 This system was also being introduced in kindergarten classes of the other 

schools with as well. Similarly, social studies will be taught in English language, in the 

schools having facility of English teachers. Progressively, these schools were to be 

shifted from Urdu medium to English medium by ensuring that subjects like Urdu, 

Islamic studies, Arabic and other optional subjects are taught in national language. It was 

also decided that all public sector schools of highly populated cities having high literacy 
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rate like Lahore, Sialkot, Faisalabad, Sargodha and Multan will use English as medium of 

instruction. Moreover, Education Department of the Punjab has planned to shift all the 

government institutions in the Punjab province from Urdu medium to English medium by 

the next few years (Directorate of Staff Development 2010). 

This instant shift of teaching language from Urdu to English had several problems 

like teacher‘s abilities, motivation, incentives, knowledge about subjects and school 

environment itself. Similarly, student‘s behavior toward English as mode of study. 

Moreover, when medium of study is in foreign language, the quality of education 

depends upon the teacher‘s expertise and proficiency over that foreign language (Jones 

2001), because, teachers acts as demonstrators both academically and socially as 

linguistic practitioners for the learners. Franklin (2000), argued that foreign language as a 

medium of instruction usually creates problem. On the other hand, if teacher‘s language 

is the same as subject‘s language, then teacher can effectively and easily teach the 

students and manage the class efficiently. 

These hitches become more complicated for the teachers of public schools, which 

have students from diverse background, like socio-demographic and varying abilities in 

using English in different subjects (Ovando & Collier 2005). This situation demands for 

teachers to work against their proficient language and exhibit educational performance. 

Such difficult job generates unease among the teachers, which lead to disruptive 

personality, mental tension and stop teacher‘s capabilities, and in turn hampers student‘s 

academic achievements. So this anxiety creating factor is to dealt for better performance 

of the teachers (The Ohio State University, 2002). 
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A number of teachers who are pathetic in English may suffer more than those 

teachers, who have command on this language, so this can affect the efficiency of weak 

teachers. Great sense of efficacy is one of the best recognized attribute of effective 

teachers (Henson, Kogan, & Vacha- Haase, 2001). 

The self-viability convictions among the educators make motivation, enthusiasm, 

achievements, and interest (Bandura 2007). People with high motivational power exhibit 

anticipated outcomes with higher performance and have grater courage to persist 

difficulties. In contrast, weak motivation among peoples creates hardship and 

hopelessness. Berman et al. (2007) argued that self-efficacy beliefs among teachers play a 

dynamic role in determining the projects effectiveness, which are work to change their 

effectiveness. 

The Present study objective is to determine that, by settling these anxieties 

whether or not modification in medium of teaching is fruitful. The researcher envisioned 

to compare the self-efficacy beliefs among the teachers of class 1-10, by means of 

medium of teaching and to examine, whether the English teachers feel more proficient 

than the Urdu teacher. 
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1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The Punjab government decision for changing in medium of teaching from Urdu 

to English may create disturbance among the teachers. Because Urdu has been used as 

medium of instruction since creation of Pakistan, so, it seems difficult for them to modify 

their mind in English as language of instruction. They feel less confidence in their 

capabilities, whether; they can adjust themselves in new environment and can deliver 

education to the students efficiently. It makes hesitate to absorb the change. Keeping in 

mind the situation, the present study was conducted to measure and compare the 

willingness, confidence level and self-efficacy beliefs amid the teachers of Urdu and 

English, teaching at secondary schools. 

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study were to; 

1. Compare Urdu and English teachers self - efficacy beliefs. 

2. Compare Urdu and English teachers self - efficacy beliefs on gender basis. 

3. Compare Urdu and English teachers self - efficacy beliefs on locale basis. 

4. Compare Urdu and English teacher‘s self- efficacy beliefs on the basis of 

school level (primary, elementary, secondary). 

5. Compare Urdu and English teachers self - efficacy beliefs on the basis of their 

job designation i.e. PST, EST, SST, or other. 

6. Compare Urdu and English teachers self - efficacy beliefs on the basis of 

service length. 
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1.3 Research Questions 

The study was to answer these research questions: 

1. Are Urdu and English school teachers different on their mean self- efficacy 

scores? 

2.  Are Urdu and English school teachers different in terms of mean scores on the 

Student engagement of adopted ‗Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES)‘? 

3.  Are Urdu and English school teachers different in terms of mean scores on the 

Instructional strategies of adopted (TSES)‘? 

4.  Are Urdu and English school teachers different in terms of mean scores on the 

Classroom management of adopted (TSES)‘? 

5. Is there any difference between Urdu and English school teachers mean self-

efficacy scores on the basis of gender? 

6.  Is there any difference between Urdu and English school teachers‘ mean self-

efficacy scores on the basis of locale? 

7.  Is there any difference between Urdu and English school teachers‘ mean self-

efficacy scores on the basis of school level i.e. Primary, elementary, and 

Secondary? 

8. Is there any difference between Urdu and English school teachers‘ mean self-

efficacy scores on the basis of designation i.e. PST, EST, SST, or other? 

9.  Is there any difference between Urdu and English school teachers‘ mean self-

efficacy scores on the basis of service length? 
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1.4 Significance of the study 

The current study may provide feedback to the policy makers on medium of 

instruction and measure self-efficacy beliefs of secondary school teachers of Urdu and 

English. Evaluation among the self- efficacy beliefs of Urdu and English teachers would 

enable policy makers to adopt appropriate planning framework. The present research may 

pinpoint difficulties in the implementation of new decisions and disclose any challenging 

points which need to be solved like school atmosphere, teacher‘s refresher courses, class 

organization and their educational and skill requirements. 

The findings of the study might be helpful in improving the recruitment process 

and conditions, for instance linguistic skills, communication power and good sense of 

relevant subject teaching in the required language. The school management would adjust 

subject timetable, weekly lectures of the particular subject and total time allocated for 

each subject in the light of the findings of the current study. 

The present study may enable school teachers to recognize their self-efficacy 

level, which can enhance their teaching abilities. Since teachers play vital role in 

curriculum development, so they should be well acquainted with expertise, information 

and have positive approach toward their profession. It may be help them to play a role 

model for the students, which in turn may be enhance the academic performance of the 

students. 
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1.5 Delimitations 

Due to time and financial constrains the study was delimited to: 

I. Lahore Gujranwala and Faisalabad division only. 

II. Public sector schools of above mentioned divisions. 

1.6 Research Design 

This study was descriptive survey type in nature. The quantitative approach was 

used to conduct this study .A quantitative approach provides valuable information if the 

researcher want to apply the results of the study to the target population (creswell, 2009). 

1.7 Population of the Study 

A target population is the group to whom a researcher would like the results of a 

study to be generalized, where as accessible or sampling population is that the population 

from which a sample is actually drawn. (Gay, L.R. 2000) 

Keeping in mind the objectives of present study, all the teachers of Urdu and 

English, irrespective of their designation from class 1-10 of all the public sector schools, 

primary, elementary and secondary level falling in this category within the jurisdiction of 

the Punjab province was the target population of the study. only two subjects -Urdu and 

English teachers teaching from class one to class ten in nine randomly selected districts 

from three administrative divisions of the Punjab, comprised the accessible population of 

the study. 
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1.8 Sample of the Study 

Multistage stratified random sampling technique was used to draw sample from 

the population of school teachers from all public-sector primary, elementary, and 

secondary schools of the Punjab province. 

Process for sample selection consisted of following steps. 

1. The Punjab province has been divided into nine administrative divisions. 

These divisions are Lahore, Gujranwala, Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, 

Sargodha, Dera Ghazi Khan Sahiwal, Multan and Bahawalpur. 

2. Three divisions from the nine administrative divisions (Lahore, 

Gujranwala and Faisalabad.) were selected on convenience base.  

3. Three districts from each division were selected on convenience base. 

4. The selected districts were Lahore, Sheikhupura, Kasur. Gujranwala, 

Sialkot, Gujarat. Faisalabad, Chiniot, Jhang. 

5. All public sector schools from each district were distributed into three 

strata that are primary, elementary and secondary schools. Further each 

stratum was divided into two sub-strata on locale basis i.e. urban schools 

and rural schools and each sub-stratum was split into boys and girls 

schools. 04 Teachers form each school were selected two were Urdu 

Teachers and two were English teachers. 

Total number of schools was 216 

Total number of teachers was 864 
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Table 1.1 shows the conveniently selected nine districts from three administrative 

divisions of the Punjab. 

Sr. Number Division District 

1 Lahore Lahore,Kasur and Sheikhupura 

2 Gujranwala Gujranwala .Sialkot and Gujarat 

3 Faisalabad Faisalabad ,Chiniot  and Jhang 

1.9 Instrument of the Study 

To measure the level of self-efficacy beliefs, among the target population, 

Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) was adopted. This tool was established by 

Tschannen -Moran & Woolfolk (2001). TSES comprises 24 objects which are weighed 

on a 9 -points range with anchors at 1,3,5,7 and 9 respectively. 

1.10 Pilot Testing of the Research Instruments  

The purpose of pilot testing of research tools was to check the reliability, validity 

and the practical application of the research instruments and refine the items of each 

instrument. 

Long form TSES (24 items) was translated into Urdu language to meet the 

objective of research. Views of the authorities were pursued to judge the validity of TSES 

for two languages i.e. Urdu and English. Specialists were invited to analyze the bilingual 

tool to check its face and content validity. (Appendix B).  They were requested to judge 

the appropriateness and hitches regarding the native conditions. These experts  also 

reviewed whether interrogative material in both languages communicates the same 

meanings for the respondents. After including recommendations of professionals, the 
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TSES was pilot tested. The questionnaire was distributed among 20 respondents (10 

males and 10 female) who are not included in the sample. Cronbach‘s Alpha (α) was used 

to estimate the reliability of each item of the questionnaires and then estimate the overall 

reliability of questionnaire. The Cronbach‘s Alpha is a very popular method to estimate 

the reliability which is based on consistency, stability, constancy and uniformity of each 

item of the research instrument.  

For this study (SPSS) version 21 was used to estimate the reliability of each item 

of the questionnaire and overall reliability of questionnaire was 0.96. 

1.11 Administration of the Research Instrument 

The data was collected through personal visits to schools and some of her friends 

and colleagues in those areas. Pre arrangement for meeting with school teacher was made 

through telephonic calls to ensure their availability and teachers fill the questionnaire 

during their free periods. The e-mail and telephone were also used for data collection. 

Hence, data from 864 teachers were collected. 

1.12 Analysis of Data 

Statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) version 21 was used for data 

processing and analysis. Following procedures was used for interpreting the data. 

 T-test was applied to measure the mean value of self-efficacy score of 

Urdu and English school teachers. 
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 Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to find out the 

change in mean values on the three sub scales of Teachers' Sense of 

Efficacy Scale (TSES). 

 Two Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was applied to measure the 

dissimilarity the mean self-efficacy values of Urdu and English teachers of 

secondary schools on the basis of gender, area, school level, teacher 

designation, and tenure of service. 

1.13 Definitions 

Beliefs of Self-efficacy 

Beliefs of an individual, in his/her competences in managing and implementing 

the method of performance to produce desired results. 

Medium of instruction 

The language as a medium of instruction and learning adopted by the school 

teachers and students at school and used as medium of communication during dialect and 

discussion among each other. 

Secondary school teachers 

The teachers performing their duties in primary, elementary and secondary 

schools and teaching classes 1-10. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter deals with the review of related literature and discussion which has 

been divided into the following topics. 

2.1 Belief’s in Language Learning 

People get knowledge through different means and analyze it as per their earlier 

experience. Experts argued that receiver‘s response regarding new things is prejudiced by 

their ideas and beliefs pertaining to those particular matters. 

Beliefs regarding to new things and their response depends upon the pre-defined 

concepts concerning to that particular objects serves as controlling rules. Hence, 

supposition of the achievement is governed by the inner thinking of the peoples in the 

school rather than the materials of the object, methods or lingual interpretation (Stevick 

2000). He further stressed that what happens inside of the peoples, depends upon their 

beliefs. Similarly, Jutarat (2004), beliefs of the peoples have robust impacts regarding the 

procedure of learning the 2
nd

 language. The significance of the beliefs has been 

recognized by the scholars and number of efforts has been tried to define the proper 

definition of beliefs, but unanimity has not been accorded yet. Because, beliefs are 

complicated in nature, so scholars are feeling difficulties in proper definition. Pajares 

(2002), defined beliefs as attention to behaviors, norms and judgment, prejudices and 

views, ideas and theoretical structures, proverbs, moods, thoughts and philosophy, 
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thinking and reaction, concepts, unspoken and peculiar, perceptions, guidelines and 

values of training, ranges of understanding and communal approach. 

The complication regarding the ideas is ambiguous due to lack of proper 

definition of beliefs by the Elaine Horwitz ( 2000,2005,2007), who is called the founder 

in the beliefs of the learners toward other languages. So some terms like presumptions, 

predefined thoughts and concepts are loosely used for the explanation of beliefs. A tool 

was constructed to assess the beliefs of the learners concerning the second language 

named as; The Beliefs About Language Learning Inventory (BALLI 2 007 ). 

Due to lack of any particular definition about the beliefs regarding the learning 

languages, different researchers have treated it in their own way (Table 2.1). Pajares 

(2002), recommended that to make it clear for the readers, the researcher should define 

the parameters of the beliefs for his study and purpose. For example, Jutarat (2004), used 

the term beliefs as personal knowledge in his research. These individual conception 

providing the answers of questions like who, why, when, where, what and how regarding 

the second language. Pre-service ELF teachers beliefs of the language learning was 

investigated by the study in Thailand. 
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The following table shows some of the terms/definitions which were used by 

different researchers to define beliefs in their studies. 

Table 2.1 Terms/definitions of Beliefs used by different researchers 

Researcher(s) Terms/Definitions 

Clark and Peterson 2006 Teachers‘ theories and beliefs 

Richards and Lockhart (2004) Beliefs 

Woods 2004 Beliefs, Assumptions and Knowledge 

Richards 2004 Maxims 

Richards 2008 Implicit theories/knowledge 

Kunt (2007) and Wang (2004) Opinions, ideas, views 

Huang 2007 
―The task of learning preconceptions  language  

learners  have‖  (p. 29) 

Richardson (2004) Peacock‘s(2001)  
―Sensed to be true psychologically held premises 

about the world‖ (p. 178) 

In the present study, the beliefs regarding learning  English language depends 

upon the learner‘s action and its response toward English language which indicates there 

willpower based on the ideas, previous experience, and thoughts toward English 

language. English is learned in Pakistan due to its value and importance in official 

matters and research works and language of science and technology. In the present study 

focus is on the beliefs of the teachers in the Pakistan toward learning the English 

language at high level. 

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=%22%E2%80%9CAbout%20the%20world%20that%20are%20sensed%20to%20be%20true%20psychologically%22
https://www.google.com/search?q=%22%E2%80%9CAbout%20the%20world%20that%20are%20sensed%20to%20be%20true%20psychologically%22
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2.2 Beliefs about Learning a Language  

Researches have attempted to categorize beliefs and many other factors that 

influence language learning beliefs. Kalaja (2005) unveiled that learners' convictions as 

capricious and depicted its fluctuation from individual to individual and starting with one 

setting then onto the next. Its base was originated from the perception of that learners‘ 

prior knowledge play an important role in learning language. For instance, if one 

considers that knowledge of any language can be achieved by any person easily, then he 

has positive behavior toward learning the language as compared to others. Horwitz 

(2007), revealed that local circumstances act as participatory features toward the learning 

beliefs of the learners of the language. Wenden (2000), stated learners‘ beliefs as 

knowledge which is deliberately acquired from teachers, parents or colleagues or 

insensible attainment of it by perceiving or mocking. Outcome on language learning 

accomplishment is also acknowledged by the scholars.  

Students capability of learning in the classroom is based on the student‘s beliefs 

(Horwitz, 2000), thus the threatening necessities to deal with student‘s beliefs has been 

propagated by the scholars (Rubin2007). As per findings of Benson and Lor 2000, 

investigations regarding the small concepts of learners second language are termed 

metacognition for measuring the effects, progress and working attitude of the student‘s 

beliefs. 

Learner‘s beliefs also depend upon their teacher‘s beliefs. Kern (2005), matched 

learners and teacher‘s beliefs and found that teacher‘s beliefs influenced the learner‘s 

beliefs to some degree and she established that learner‘s beliefs changed to some extent 

with passage of time. Peacock (2008), sustained that new practices does not affect the 
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learner‘s beliefs. He examined the results by comparing the 158 English as Foreign 

Language (EFL) learners and in a Hong Kong University 30 EFL teacher‘s beliefs by 

face to face meeting and direct contacts methods. 

Several scholars are in agreement with Kalaja (2005), who describe beliefs as 

unchanging and usually right. On the other hand, Gibson and  Dembo (2005), consider 

these as unstable because these are altered with the passage of time. Though, Mori 

(2000), stated that it should be kept in mind that beliefs does not change easily, it may 

take long time to alter. But, good teaching practices can modify them. Horwitz (2000) 

recommended that misapprehension should be avoided in student‘s beliefs as these may 

affects the willpower of learning second language. Additionally, he recognized that 

learner‘s willpower must be taken into consideration by the teachers. It provides 

continued aid to the learners for foreign language learning process. Educators have to 

recognize that the learner‘s beliefs also effect the teaching methodology which in turn 

increase the learner‘s beliefs (Peacock 2008, Mori 2000, Benson and Lor 2000). 

The literature cited above, provides the base for the researchers to recognize the 

importance of the learner‘s beliefs. Whether, these were changeable, constant or affected 

by the learner‘s local environmental conditions, these beliefs act as vital role in the 

learning procedure of new things.  The aim of the present research  was to examine the 

effects of English and Urdu language   in Pakistan considering beliefs and planning. 
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2.3 Researches on Language Learning Beliefs using BALLI 

Initial work on the learner‘s beliefs was carried out by Horwitz (2000, 2005, 

2007,).  The key finding of her research in 2005 was that difficulties in teaching 

techniques can be better solved by making the learner‘s beliefs clear. For making 

learner‘s beliefs clear and assessing it, she formulated a tool called Beliefs about 

Language Learning Inventory (BALLI). Under (BALLI) learner's convictions were sub-

isolated into five groups about foreign Language Ability 

a) The Trouble of Language Learning 

b) The Nature of Language Learning 

c) Learning and Communication Strategies 

d) Foreign Language Aptitude 

e) Motivation (Horwitz, 2000). 

BALLI have three types, i) with 34-items, for learning of American language 

(Horwitz, 2000), ii) 27-items‘s teachers‘ type, for measuring the teacher‘s beliefs 

(Horwitz, 2005), and iii) another 34-items type for English Spoken and Listening (ESL) 

learners using basic English (Horwitz,2007). Horwitz‘s study tried to keep teachers well 

informed about the student‘s beliefs. He supposed that a conflict may arise, if teacher do 

not understand students‘ beliefs properly, resulting in hampering the learning process of 

the students. 

In Pakistan‘s perspective, only one study was carried out by using BALLI as 

research tool by Mubeen (2009), but this research was done on Arabic language rather 

than English. Moreover, he also added certain items as per his study requirements 
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regarding Pakistani circumstances and religious factors. Mubeen used BALLI instrument 

to probe the beliefs of university students using 208 sample students. The results 

displayed no difference in beliefs of male and female students, however, understanding of 

Arabic language was more in female than male students. 

Horwitz (2000) displayed the resemblances and variation among the communal 

classes in analysis of eight researches using BALLI. Relationship between learning of 

language and enhanced working chances were among the main results of his study with 

Asian and Turkish students. Furthermore, majority of the respondents declared 

grammatical principle as insignificant, while phonation as significant component in 

learning the foreign language. In his successive research works, Wenden (2006), 

recognized obvious beliefs by interviewing 34 adult English Speaking and Learning 

(ESL) students. In (2007), with 27 ESL learners, briefly said that problems in learning 

foreign language can be overcome by using learners‘ beliefs as indicator. 

Atlan (2006) produced the results of 248 university learners‘ beliefs by using 

BALLI from different faculties of French, English, German, Japanese and Arabic 

languages. The findings of the work displayed the unchanged design of beliefs among the 

students in learning the foreign language.  He further recommended for the teachers to 

use student‘s belief as indicator for developing the strategies and understandings of the 

teaching methodologies, so that students may get full benefits from them. 

Relationship between worries and beliefs were studied by Kunt (2007). He used 

BALLI instrument for 882 Turkish-language adult students. Findings of the study 

revealed the reiteration and repetition in learning the foreign language. Moreover, 
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majority of the students emphasized the importance of the English language. Beliefs and 

worries have correlation in learning foreign language, as beliefs goes up, worries become 

depressed. 

Diab (2000), several resemblances and variations were studied in this work like 

English declared as easy language than French language.  French learners felt ease in 

learning in indigenous country while opinion was opposite by the English students. He 

declared that reason might be the difference in the beliefs of the learners of the different 

languages. 

Horwitz (2000), compared beliefs using BALLI instrument among the three 

groups of 241 foreign language respondents. No difference of beliefs was found among 

all the groups of learners, except certain dissimilarities in population, measuring mistakes 

and teaching materials. Kim-Yoon (2000), used BALLI to study beliefs among 235 high 

school students, 227 university students and 202 EFL students by adding 15 new items in 

BALLI in a pilot study.  The outcomes declared university students more confident in 

oral exercise, high school student‘s expert in normal learning and EFL students in   

adopting ability to foreign language. It may be due to studying age and previous 

experience besides the societal dissimilarities. 

Rieger (2009), used BALLI to explore the beliefs of 09 college student of German 

and English faculties. The principle goal of the exploration work was to look at the 

impacts of dialect and sexual orientation on convictions of the under graduate students. 

Results of the study explored the effects of target language on the beliefs of the learners 

but also effect the learner‘s perception regarding foreign language. It also proved the 
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connection among gender and learning practices. Fong Yoke Sim (2006), used a Likert - 

scale questionnaire for probing the relationship between learner‘s behavior and handling 

the learning of foreign language. He found that learners were assertive in speaking 

foreign language in the public, while, their knowledge about learning tact were lacking 

confidence. 

Though Horwitz‘s (2007), developed the BALLI instrument for measuring the 

learner‘s beliefs, however, some researchers like Kuntz (2004), highlighted some issues 

regarding the authenticity of this tool. These anxieties were solved by Nikitina and 

Furuoka (2006), who established that BALLI as research tool was made on the basis of 

teacher‘s beliefs rather than students. Several other studies also discussed it Kim-Yoon, 

2000. Moreover, Nikitina and Furuoka (2006), demonstrated that BALLI tool is 

appropriate for measuring the beliefs in different socio-lingual circumstances. The study 

validated the suitability of BALLI as research tool in measuring the learner‘s beliefs 

regarding foreign language. 

It is expected that using BALLI as research tool in measuring the learner‘s beliefs, 

especially in the Pakistani context can help to make findings among the learners of the 

diverse socio cultural backgrounds, which is the aim of the current study. 
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2.4 Beliefs of Teachers 

Modern research works have established that teacher‘s beliefs regarding foreign 

language have positive effects on the learning process of second language. (Ellis 2008). 

Teacher‘s beliefs and knowledge regarding foreign language was the main target of the 

recent past studies (Calderhead, 2004). A positive correlation has been found between the 

teacher‘s beliefs and tact, teaching methods and strategies used in class (Pajares 2002). 

Beliefs of Teachers involve many characteristics, for instance beliefs about language 

learning and teaching, which during their lessons they introduce in classroom these 

beliefs. 

Sheikh (2009), examined ESL teacher‘s beliefs in Pakistan regarding teaching of 

grammar and teaching methodologies. Data was collected through observational studies 

and survey. Results indicated the contradictory beliefs regarding learning foreign 

language. Teaching language has support from the teachers but their beliefs were 

opposite to their teaching tact used in the classroom. However, these results represented 

the views of only limited population of the teachers in Pakistan teaching grammar. 

According to Kern (2005), learner‘s beliefs were reliable in the beginning and end of the 

course of 15 weeks, which indicates insignificant effects of teachers, course or peers on 

the student‘s beliefs. This study was conducted by using BALLI and 288 students and 20 

teachers as population. 

Siebert (2003), reported the resemblance and variance of English as teaching 

language and found that teachers consider English as difficult language, while students 

consider it normal difficult language. Moreover, teachers stressed upon translation of 

foreign language while, students were in opinion of using as structured language. 
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Similarly, findings of this study revealed absence of inspiration, hindrance and 

unsuitability among the students and teacher‘s beliefs toward learning approaches of 

foreign language. 

Riley (2006), disclosed noteworthy dissimilarity amid the teacher‘s beliefs and 

leaner‘s beliefs of Japan regarding foreign language on enthusiasm, modifying mistakes, 

paraphrasing and trouble in learning foreign language. Riley concluded important 

inferences from these changes for positive learning of foreign language. He suggested 

that teachers and students can take advantages from each other‘s positive beliefs via 

communications and contacts. 

Borg (2006), established that student‘s learnings can be enhanced by the teachers 

best cognitive approach, teaching practices and teacher‘s belief. Klassen 2010,suggested 

that it will enhance the educational consistency and learner‘s participation, while, their 

contradiction in teachers and student‘s beliefs resulted in low enthusiasm and worries 

among the students.  The student‘s beliefs regarding learning the second language can be 

enhanced if teachers are aware that their coaching can help student in shattering fear and 

anxiety for learning foreign language 

The answer of these hitches has been explained in the studies (Horwitz 2000, 

Wenden 2006, Kern 2005) where they established student‘s beliefs depend upon the basic 

actions of the teachers in the classroom. Likewise, Nunan (2009), stresses teachers‘ 

clarity in the direction of the goals and purposes of the progress to block up the hole amid 

teachers‘ and learner‘s beliefs. She further recommended unanimity and debate to solve 

matters on students‘ anticipation and formal syllabus. Matsumoto (2004) stressed upon 
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student‘s participation in the classroom to bridge the gap between student‘s beliefs and 

teacher‘s beliefs. 

The findings of above discussed studies have revealed to some extent the 

significance of the beliefs of teachers about language. To accomplish this objective, in 

Pakistan current research explores the beliefs teachers in Pakistan.  

2.5 Strategies of learning language 

Learning of any language have been (Rubin 2003, Stern 2003), while, Chamot  

O‘Malley (2005), called  knowingly using tactics by the students to enhance the learning 

process of foreign language . Language learning strategies and their all different aspects 

are covered by Oxford in her definition. She claimed that the aspects of language learning 

strategies like cognitive, societal and emotive can enhance the proficiency and self-

confidence (Ehrman & Oxford, 2000). In nutshell, different tactics used by the learners to 

grasp the knowledge by adopting various techniques for efficient learning of language are 

termed as methodologies which help in learning and knowing about second language. 

(Richard, 2004). Rigney (2008), 

Kazi & Iqbal (2011), worked on ―Language Learning Strategy Inventory‖ by 

making some alterations according to aims of their study over 2409 students at college 

level in Pakistan. Three educational categories of science, commerce and humanities 

were examined by applying different techniques. The results indicated that majority of 

the students used techniques in learning. Metacognitive technique was used most 

frequently. Moreover, Oxford (2000), clarified Rigney‘s explanation as student‘s 
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particular behavior to make learning easy, quick and amusable, self-motivated, and 

efficient. By making analysis she recognized six types: 

 Recalling tact to remember the learnings 

 Perceptive tact pertaining to acquiring knowledge by the learner. 

 Recompense tact empower learners to recompense for little information. 

 Metacognitive techniques organizing learning methodology by the learner 

 Emotional techniques pertaining to learners own emotions and spirits. 

 Social tact interrelating with others peoples. 

These six strategies trigger the system stock for dialect taking in Strategy 

Inventory for Language Learning (SILL), which for the most part received toward those 

research findings showed a high usage of strategies. Papanis and Gavriilidou (2010), 

applied a revised form of SILL for finding results on 117 Greek speaking students, which 

technique they used in learning language. The outcomes of this study declared high use 

of techniques in language learning, with significant effects of second language, expertise 

and metacognitive tact. SILL techniques were also applied to carry out the current 

research  on learning language techniques used by Pakistani learners. 
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2.6 Research on Beliefs and Use of Strategy relationship 

Previous literature indicated the effects of learning technique and medium of 

learning on the student‘s beliefs. Several scholars examined this correlation e.g. Wenden 

(2007), interrogated 25 ESL students to check the primary signs of beliefs on the 

techniques. Results revealed the relationship between oral and listing and operational 

communication techniques.  According to Wenden(2007), student‘s requirements and 

understanding procedures helps in learning of language. Beliefs and strategies association 

is explored by Yang‘s (2000) who examined the relationship between beliefs and SILL 

learning techniques by using BALLI on 505 EFL Taiwanian university students. BALLI 

recognized four elements by factor analysis: 

 Quality and nature of learning communicated in English 

 Self-efficacy and expectation 

 Foreign language ability 

 Study of formal structure 

She explored that high value of learner‘s self-efficacy beliefs concerning English 

education and speaking have importancs for them, the importance of reiterating and 

exercising too much recognized to them, with number of talents and distinct capabilities 

for learning a foreign language. Yang, resulted in strong correlation between beliefs and 

techniques on Taiwanese students. A constructive link was found between worth and 

style of communicative English and general spoken techniques, while adverse correlation 

was observed amid common learning and techniques.  These effects were recurring in 

nature, means both effecting each other. Park‘s work (2005), found the similar 
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relationship between beliefs and techniques using SILL and BALLI.  Subsequent belief 

sets were originating: 

1. Beliefs about Motivational and Formal English 

2. Beliefs about Self-efficacy and Social Interaction 

3. Beliefs about Learning Spoken English 

4. Beliefs about Foreign Language Aptitude 

Additionally, four sorts of systems were developed as; metacognitive, 

autonomous and intuitive practice, correspondence emotional and memory.  

Communicative approaches were exercised less as compared to memory and 

metacognitive techniques. A modest relationship was observed amid beliefs and 

techniques applied by the learner. The association was administered by particular kinds 

of beliefs and techniques; some techniques were more connected to particular kinds of 

beliefs than others. Park recognized three key reasons of this connection. First, learners‘ 

apprehension for doing mistakes; second, remained nervous during talking with English 

speaking peoples and lastly, student‘s shyness in adopting techniques to communicate 

in English. 

Correspondingly, Kim (2001), found the same correlation between beliefs and 

techniques by using BALLI and SILL in Korea on 60 university students. Previously, 

Park (2005), approximately established the same link between techniques and beliefs of 

the learners. Conversely, contrasting the earlier studies, a strong correlation was found 

amid techniques used and beliefs of the learners. The outcomes of the research work 

revealed that beliefs played vital part in learning of English. 
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Hong kong (2006), conducted a comparative study on the beliefs and technique 

used over 420 bilingual Korean and Chinese students and 428 monolingual students of 

Korean universities. She exercised SILL and BALLI instruments for data collection. A 

questionnaire was formulated to collect socio cultural information‘s of the respondents to 

find out different variants like sex, education and self-rated English ability, on the beliefs 

and strategy use. The results displayed high relationship between used techniques and 

beliefs of the learner. Similarly, strong link was found between techniques and beliefs, 

abilities and techniques used, but no link was found between sex of respondents and 

techniques used. Several other studies also found the similar results amid the beliefs and 

techniques  used (Mokhtari 2007, Yin 2008). 

2.7 Self-Efficacy Beliefs and Use of Strategy 

Judgment of people about their abilities to establish and perform the courses of 

actions called Self-efficacy beliefs which are required to achieve selected types of 

performance. (Bandura and Schunk, 2001). It is Peoples personal thinking about the 

particular things which help them in decision making. LaRose & Eastin (2000), 

considered it as self-assessment, effecting one‘s activities, tries to do something and 

achieving desires. Moreover, how a leaner sees his abilities in performing the works and 

educational targets and his self-efficacy was his thinking about his abilities to attain the 

task. (Bandura, 2004). 

As per studies of (Multon, et al. 2005, Bandura & Pajares 2007, Stajkovic & 

Luthanus, 2008), the learner‘s decision effects his enthusiasm, achievement and self-

assessment.  As internal inspiration and accomplishment are stimulated, then it effects the 

selection of learning techniques. Individuals try to refrain from those activities, which 
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they thought out of control and try to act those, which they think is manageable by them 

easily. (Yang, 2000). 

Investigations revealed that learners with high level of self-efficacy frequently use 

different techniques. Pajares and Schunk (2001), stated extensive determination, higher 

perceptive and metacognitive approaches used by the learners with greater self-efficacy 

beliefs. Several researches have validated the strong effects of self-efficacy beliefs and 

educational accomplishments. Pintrich & Schunk, 2002. It will be critical that self- 

viability is not a conclusion from claiming self-happening event.  It grows progressively 

and several features like culture, family, education and society pay to achieve it (Pintrich 

& Schunk, 2002). 

Few researches find out the relationship among self-efficacy beliefs and 

techniques applied. Wong and Chiu 2010, examined relationship between ESL pre-

service educators‘ self-efficacy views and techniques exercised. The discoveries of this 

study disclosed the strong correlation among teachers‘ higher self-efficacy beliefs and 

techniques used by them.  Similar, results were found by the study conducted by 

Magogwe and Oliver (2007). Yang (2000),who found a close relationship between the 

learner‘s self-efficacy beliefs and application of different techniques particularly efficient 

practical techniques exercised on 505 EFL Taiwanian university students. 

Abedini et al (2011), investigated the join amid beliefs, systems exercised and 

dialect ability of 203 Iranian undergraduates using SILL and BALLI, what's more found 

dialect taking in convictions as interceding component in learners.‘ classroom 

knowledge. Zare-ee (2011), explored culture as an explicit reflection in provoking beliefs 
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and techniques exercised. Learners‘ self-efficacy beliefs had link with all types of 

techniques besides metacognitive techniques. 

2.8 The Developmental Trajectory of the Teacher 

Extraordinary perceptive ranks of the educators have positive effects on the 

achievements of the students (Russell, Mumby, & Martin, 2000). The succeeding 

paragraphs assess the different perceptive growing methods of the teacher‘s 

improvements and how it effects the learner‘s achievements. Few researchers used the 

concepts of cognitive-developmental psychology for exercising educating teachers 

(Fuller, 1969; Glassberg& Oja, 2001; Joyce, Lamb & Sibol, 1966; Mok, 2005; Oja, 

2000). These researchers supposed that program for educating teachers should be 

developed in such a way that it enhance the skills of the teacher‘s abilities through 

several continuous stages.  Several hypotheses were developed to set the methods of 

adjusting the stages in teacher‘s development. Some theorists like Piaget and Kohlberg 

recognize improvement as much rectilinear, ordered and advanced.  (Mok, 2002), further  

considered that improvement particularly for grown-ups was a lesser amount of 

disorganized and occasionally unsystematic because of effects of personal self-logic and 

circumstances. 

Entire theories dealing with adults have the dimensions from elaborative to 

concise form. While, in theories dealing with teachers, it was declared that early teachers 

in their initial stage involve in more self-centered and sound thinking and teaching 

performance. Skilled teachers act more theoretically, systematically and compassionately 

(Glassberg & Oja, 2001). Moreover, information‘s regarding the developmental stages of 

the teachers helps advisors and policy makers to comprehend, how the contents and 
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techniques are implementations and adapted (Oja,2002).  Glassberg & Oja (2001), uphold 

that lack of cognizance and perceptive exercise as the main reason in implementing the 

educational programs for the teacher‘s development. Multistage theory of teachers‘ 

development was made by Jean Piaget (2001). All the theorists stressed on the kind of 

knowledge and rational procedure of the individuals. Furthermore, they think that stages 

were different from each other in quality and are unstructured and higher stages are 

repetition of the lower stages (Oja & Glassberg, 2001). Higher stages comprise the 

capability to comprehend advance and complicated thoughts and more problem 

resolving. Bruce Joyce, in a study at the beginning of the 1960‘s established a link 

between teacher‘s theoretical approaches and their interfaces with the students. He also 

established the relationship among the concise thinking of the teachers and their fruitful 

teaching methods. Further investigation showed that in natural situations teachers who 

were more cultured in their theoretical progress performed at a more tough level in the 

classroom. They appeared will make more bendable, more permissive to weight what's 

more more versatile compared with instructors toward a stronger level about normal. 

(Joyce, 2000). 

Mok (2005), measured the problems and sentiments of the trainee teachers found 

that in the beginning, these teachers experience more stress regarding their capabilities to 

organize the class and their performance. In a trial study, female trainee teachers stated 

their concerns on their student‘s discipline and struggle of knowledge. Similar study on 

trainee teachers in England expressed their feeling concerning their job situations, hostile 

behavior of parents, and problems in upholding discipline. Moreover, these teachers 

uttered their concerns on non-relevancy of their education. 
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Possible reasons may be that universities are offering non relevant courses to 

these students. Secondly, may be that courses are dealing with classroom organizations 

where, students are not developmentally prepared to practice. Mok (2005), recognized 

some of the distinctive conducts of teachers in the initial stage of progress. In the initial 

stage teachers have very simple problems like, where he should stand in the classroom? 

Evidently, they uttered their substantial anxieties concerning their capability to 

demonstrate the content, their capability to organize their classroom, and their capability 

to get adequate peer and managerial sustenance to benefit them for persistence. 

Additionally, they stated an absence of mentoring and sustenance from managers and 

their site sustenance suppliers. 

2.9 A Study of Teacher Stage Development: Oja and Glass 

Developmental phase informations are helpful for the organizers and responsible 

persons involved in development of teachers course and practicing materials. (Oja, 2002). 

Based on the findings of the important stage theorists and her own work that how 

teachers integrate new knowledge, she concluded that; 

1. Teachers working at upper perceptive levels establish better tractability and 

capable to comprehend manifold points of view, and have more problem 

resolving power than other teachers. 

2. Teacher‘s evolving steps affect their interfaces in the school situation. 

On the foundation for totally possibility also meetings from the teachers, Oja 

produced four stages clinched alongside educator's testament improvement; self-

protective stage, conventionalize stage, the upright stage, and the self-sufficient stage. 
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Initial two stages basically manage the classroom convention. Under self-protective 

stage, instructors would be habitually receptive also respond in kind with student‘s 

dissatisfaction and unfriendliness. They might grow a general undesirable conduct to 

their students, especially when they are tangled previously and inverse mentality. 

In the conformist stage, the teacher mostly deals with other teachers, the thoughts 

of students, and managers concerning teacher‘s ability to meet the expectations of the 

school manager‘s. During this stage, the instructor's testament needs to make cherished. 

Assuming that instructor's testament supposes that others are neglecting him, then he 

loses the commitment of teaching and feels himself misfit in the environment. Moreover, 

teachers at this stage, may exhibit their power to solve the difficulties with the learners 

and the parents.  Investigation by Pine and Oja (2005), find the correlation between the 

teacher‘s stage development and school-based discussion. 

In the Conscientious stage, the teacher travels away from endorsement pursuing 

and in the direction of individual objective setting and achievement. Self-awareness 

grows as teacher look forward and motivation regarding colleagues becomes less. Those 

who look for ―super-teacher‖ may be led by their contemplations similarly as they utilize 

hours‘ Sorting out propelled teachings whereas the instructor at this level is more 

independent, the from time to time exaggerated feel of extreme intention orientation and 

obligation for students can result in frustration and exhaustion. With positive feeling at 

this level teachers could to start to falter by inputting self-efficacy.  

In the stage of concrete operations, teachers are capable to adopt rules, but feel 

guiltiness when they breakdown either due to exterior rules or interior encryptions of 
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beliefs. They usually set their values and react more to the interior code of ethics than 

exterior endorsement and reception (Pine & Oja, 2005). It is very significant to 

comprehend how teachers interpret conduct of students at this level. At this level, 

teachers have found that the capability to have interaction in collaborative motion 

research caused a more variety of reports of increased self-efficacy in confronting, fixing 

and comparing classroom educational and behavioral troubles. 

In personal before independent phase, the educator starts to gain extra universal 

viewpoint on instruction then a school setting (Oja, 2000). The instructor moves faraway 

from approval in search of and toward personal aim putting and accomplishment. Self 

occurs consciousness as a teacher grows and there is much less motivation to identify 

with a group.  The visage of ―high-quality-teacher‖ is vanguard in their minds as they 

spend hours planning innovative lessons. At the same time as the teacher at this level is 

extra independent, the occasionally exaggerated feel of responsibility for college kids and 

the intense goal orientation can result in exhaustion and frustration. At this stage, flexible 

teachers exhibit more satisfying and efficient results. Teachers are more capable in 

different perspectives and thinking about their coworkers as personal viewpoint (Pine & 

Oja, 2005). These researchers established that the ability to involve in collective 

achievement headed to a larger numeral of works on amplified self-efficacy in opposing, 

resolving and assessing classroom teaching and interactive matters. 

Exhausting the developmental theories of Kohlberg (1974), policy makers and 

administrators formulate an instructor training program subsidiary with intellectual 

formative hypothesis. Accepting that active coaching is a very multifaceted method of 

anthropological conduct, they theorized that effective teaching needs a comparatively 
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high level of perceptive growth. These results motivated Oja and Glassberg to think 

whether, they can develop a program for teachers training, which enhance perceptive 

development in them.  Additionally, any system shifts educators from lower level to 

higher phase of improvement? These inquiries headed the gathering to find a present 

bundle, termed as the Sprinthall-Mosher Deliberate Psychological Education Model 

(Mumby, 2000)" which attempted to apply insightful deduction to instruction. In this 

system, enlightening circumstances were offered to produce awkwardness to accomplish 

the thought process of most noteworthy development of recognition. 

Dewey (1933), established that high amount of imbalance may cause in a person 

sense of incredulous. This latter report was vibrant for upcoming investigations that may 

confirm image and real management as two main aspects for teacher‘s interest building. 

(Darling- Hammond, 2003). Enduring to Blooming (Deane, Bromfield, & Burnett, 2003), 

the researchers defined steady echo and the usage of a periodical as one of the main 

approaches for enduring the initial period of teaching. The authors cross-examined a 

group of teachers, which has self-identified through a work as those who reproduced on a 

steady basis. The teachers specified that they could design well lucid requirements with 

their manager, and sense well regarding their enactment in the classroom. 

Glassberg and Oja (2001) personal model consisted of a six week summer time 

workshop for new instructors and counselors. For the duration of the Institute, the 

contributors were given education in small organization sessions and pedagogy and 

develop capabilities to create learning environments which would facilitate development 

through the tiers. New instructors found out to provide and get remarks, a skill important 

for mirrored image. Additionally they without delay informed in behavior control 
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techniques. The teacher again in the fall to their classrooms and began to implement 

those new tools under the weekly supervision of university school. Each teacher acquired 

individual comments from the supervisors and met in small attention groups with other 

instructors. To retain the developmental system a seminar was designed. Students met to 

reflect on the week of their classroom after which gave and acquired enter from 

videotapes of their teaching. the pull of the guide-challenge and motion-reflection version 

become supposed to create disequilibrium after which undertaking them to use their new 

cognitive equipment to solve troubles provided in the course of seminar with the 

hopefulness that exercise could generalize again to their classrooms. 

Weekly journals were also kept by means of the teachers with a content material 

emphasis on awareness in their personal notion procedures and the professional 

interactions they'd on the school web page with different faculty as well as their students. 

At the same time as their research did no longer discover shifts in developmental levels 

based totally on the workshop and seminar for the teachers, they did discover that 

discovered theories and techniques can have an impact on developmental level. 

The most relevant finding for this study was that effective teaching can be defined 

in developmental terms. The authors found that those teachers at a higher stage of 

development possessed more cognitive creativity and flexibility, evident in their teaching, 

and the learning environment of their classroom. In turn, the research showed that the 

students of these teachers tended to manifest higher levels of thinking and independence 

(Oja & Glassberg, 2001). Thus, while teachers themselves may not move to higher 

cognitive planes, their students benefited from the program design. 
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The maximum applicable finding for this study turned into that powerful teaching 

can be defined in developmental terms. The authors located that the ones teachers at a 

better degree of improvement possessed more cognitive creativity and flexibility, glaring 

of their teaching, and the gaining knowledge of surroundings in their classroom. In turn, 

the research showed that the scholars of these teachers tended to manifest better tiers of 

thinking and independence (Oja & Glassberg, 2001). as a result, whilst teachers 

themselves may not circulate to better cognitive planes, their college students benefited 

from this system layout. 

2.10 Self-Efficacy in Novice Teachers: Bandura 

What are the elements of persons who hold on in educating? The decision to 

persevere instructing shows the same inspiring norm that headed to enter into the field of 

the awareness that among existing alternative actions, teaching vestiges the maximum 

striking in relation of inherent recompenses (Guarino, Santibanez and Daley, 2006). 

These paragraphs will recognize and discourse the features that most effects student 

achievements and self-efficacy. 

Albert Bandura (2007) included essentially of the field of teacher‘s training by 

describing and reviewing self-efficacy. He pronounces self- viability similarly as 

conviction will be one‘s proficiency should combine the ways for deed fundamental with 

yield provided for accomplishments. Grownup from social cognitive theory, Bandura 

looked after that a rationale about activity, conviction from claiming a singular in their 

control through their situation, impacts how they ponder, feel demonstration also 

invigorate themselves (Bandura, 2003). Conviction done to impact one‘s capacity also 

oversee those circumstances which are shaped through four enter methods viz. Cognitive, 
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Effectiveness, Motivational and Choice (Bandura, 2003). Self-efficacy is concerned with 

future faith grounded ahead how to fit a distinct features clinched alongside specific 

situations. Tschannen-Moran et al (2008), defined self-efficacy beliefs as effect of 

thinking ways and feelings that allow activities to consume ample struggle in 

accomplishment of objectives, stick at difficulty, recover from momentary obstructions 

and workout some control over actions that affect their lives. 

Faith in self-impacts the circumstances in which one  acts. Persons with higher 

self-adequacy slope to visualize constructive circumstances concerning constructive 

respect and achievement. Research  using 660 public school teachers having service 

experience of below five years described that 70% of the teachers were in the opinion 

that as a teacher they can make the alteration in the survives of their scholars. (Farkas, 

Johnson, & Folleno, 2000). Bandura (2007) stated that self-doubts can naturally dominate  

the greatest of expertise. Whereas, among the  teachers  who may have the perceptive 

expertise to teach, particularly under pressure, however, no relationship was found 

between the having information and capability to exercise it. Under pressure self-efficacy 

becomes lower and low level of efficacy led to despair. 

Beliefs of one‘s self-efficacy are usually affected by the situations selected by us 

like our goals of life. Generally, people try to refrain from those things which they think 

out of control. Self-efficacy of people is affected by their chosen goal. Self-efficacy has 

direct relation with the aims and higher willpower helps to achieve these aims. This 

investigation was first carried out in the study of an organization called RAND in 1976. 

(Tschannen-Moran et al., 2008). These two researches displayed the correlation between 

the self-efficacy and accomplishments of the students by adding two more questions. The 
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data determined by the investigators secluded a new variable, teacher self-efficacy. Since 

then, numerous researches have been done (e.g. Ashton, 2001). 

As per Berman et al. (2007) teacher‘s efficacy means that to what extent teachers 

believe that their efficacy effects the student‘s achievements. Passaro and Guskey (2004), 

indicated that how teachers‘ belief can effect better to the learning of the students, 

although they were not so motivated.  The findings of the RAND also reflected that they 

measured low self-efficacy among the teachers under stress. The outcome is important 

when factoring in self-efficacy is adjustable for remaining in the field (Tschannen Moran 

et al., 2008). 

Many articles have been exploring the concept of self- efficacy and the way in 

which it can applies to teachers and the students which are assigned to them. All 

populations of teachers has been studied this concept, but more frequently with novice 

teachers. Literature reviews next section will examine research evaluating self-efficacy 

sense of teachers impacts on  teaching and students' learning, manifested in novice 

teachers, how can measured the concept, and how teacher's ability affects in teaching and 

handling the behaviors of students, particularly in special education students. Examining 

of literature will also reviewed the retention for teacher education program development. 

Guskey (2001) established a scale to assess a factor ―Responsibility for Student 

Attainment (RSA)‖.  The scale measures the quantity of accountability that teacher feels 

during their student‘s success. He establishes a constructive link amid teacher‘s amount 

of self-efficacy and responsibility of the teachers in student‘s accomplishment. Webb & 

Aston (2002), formulated the ―Webb Scale‖ for measuring the believes of the teachers in 

their ability and its impact on the achievement of the students. 
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Dembo and Gibson (2004), established the ―Teacher Efficacy Scale‖ which is 

widely used in the research works currently. This 30 thing Likert scale evaluates different 

degrees of instructor's self-efficacy containing educator's motivation and the relationship 

in the midst of levels of self-viability and classroom association. The researcher 

displayed that teachers possessing high self-efficacy beliefs dealt students problems in 

better way and bear the students wrong responses. These conducts are comparable to 

those drawn in a earlier unit arguing teacher‘s growth, with teacher‘s higher level of 

progress displaying the characters enumerated above. 

2.11 Teacher Self-Efficacy and Positive Behavior Support 

Insights of teachers as authoritarians have been definitely associated to stages of 

self-efficacy. Hickman and Emmer (2005), displayed that teachers grade of self-efficacy 

make prediction about the techniques teachers used in supporting  the conduct of 

students. The effort for using tools for prediction of teacher‘s priorities for different 

conduct techniques displayed uncertain results. 

Numerous research works were carried out to determine to correlation amid 

teacher‘s self-efficacy and dealing with students having special requirements. Glassberg 

and Oja‘s (2001)  looked into on the strategies utilized by general training instructors as a 

part of managing behaviors of the understudies utilizing choice as a part of behaviors. 

They perceived two models of association methodologies utilized by educators to handle 

with behavior matters. To increase student‘s conducts and practical abilities the helpful 

model pursues in bringing the long-term conduct changes by the use of direct teaching 

method. This model also contains more sympathetic and elastic teacher conducts. The 

―restrictive model‖ comprises approaches which are very punishing in nature and are 
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engaged to overwhelm unwanted conducts by using teacher‘s authority  and activities 

eliminating the student from the classroom penalties like wrapping rights. The researches 

by scholars like Horner and Sugai (2007), displayed that teachers exhibit positive results 

and high desire by using helpful techniques. 

Teachers who have greater self-efficacy beliefs have sufficient grip on their class 

activities and can easily alter students conducts that obstruct learning (Bandura, 2007). 

Teachers with lower levels of self-efficacy and teachers in previous stages of development 

attribute student behavior to deficits within the student or personal attacks on the teacher 

(Jordan, Kircaali-Iftu, & Diamond, 2003). Additionally, teacher‘s self-efficacy upsets to 

what extent an instructor will be energetic and  manage a scholar hosting conducts about 

obstructive taking in., and how robust a teacher is in facing problems and hindrances 

Glassberg and Oja‘s (2001) .They also established strong relationship amid efficacy of 

teacher and his application of helpful behavioral techniques. 

Sugawara and Cunningham (2000), also worked on teacher‘s reactions to 

problematic behaviors by means of numerous variants: ―ascriptions as to the reasons of 

conduct, teacher tolerance, and contrary effects of outlays of the problematic attitude in 

the classroom‖. Their outcomes were centered on teacher‘s reactions to theoretical 

circumstances and Results comprised a clear form of ascription variants. 

Students having problematic behaviors and their teachers needed more sustenance 

as compared to common students (Tankersley, Landrum, & Kauffman, 2003). Studies of 

Sutherland, Denny, and Gunter (2005), examined that these teachers wanted more 

sustenance for dealing with students‘ problematic behaviors and to enterprise teaching. 
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This research is important due to scarcity of works that deal with these exceptional and 

special requirements of these teachers. 

Gold (2004), worked on the correlation amid teacher‘s supposed capabilities to 

accomplish behavior and reduced self-efficacy. The results displayed that teachers 

expressing challenges in managing with behaviors faced higher anxiety and solitude and 

less level of self-efficacy. Study of Griffin, Winn, Otis-Wilborn, and Kilgore (2003), 

designated these instructors commonly required les relations for copartners also fewer 

with directors. 

Smith, Sokal, and Moat (2003), connected the approaches to behavior managing 

problems between teachers in alternative certification programs in comparison with 

teachers from the general programs. Three stages of the approaches for the class 

organization  and control were recognized: modest stage of control, small teacher control, 

and domineering control. The results declared that teachers who participated in 

alternative certification programs have not got the same developmental route as that of 

the teachers trained in general program in developing approaches in the direction of 

behavior management. 

Mastropieri (2001),  got data from the teachers of special education wing who had 

service less than five years. The issues were with those abutting conduct technique 

administration were identified. The proclamations of the members were as; I might have 

been spontaneous for the day at those school-wide collections The point when you quit 

offering on that one student started pick as much lumps What's more glancing than  

toward close sitting young ladies. I might have been likewise off the cuff for business for 
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a student who conveyed blade to class and off swaying it during me and the different 

students. Greater part from claiming these trials described on the fill in exercise for me.‖ 

Scruggs and Nougaret (2005), examined the noteworthy variances amid the 

generally and alternatively credentialed special-education teacher‘s approaches of self-

efficacy regarding the classroom organization. 

2.12 Influencing factors 

Influencing factors are classified in to two groups, first demographic and second 

contextual. The self-efficacy of the teachers in the context explicit perception is reliant on 

an explicit situation (Dellinger et al., 2008; Kass and Friedman, 2002). It may be effected 

by several elements such as management and school environment, associate‘s 

observation and help, student‘s physiognomies, corporal atmosphere, school level and so 

on (Hoy and Tschannen-Moran, 2007). These contextual factors possibly shed influences 

on the teacher‘s self-efficacy. Demographic factors were comprised of age, gender, 

designation, educational degree, service length, married position, etc. 

Several researches on the correlation of teacher‘s self-efficacy to behavior of 

teachers and learning results has been conducted (Wood, Rapoport, & Dornbusch, 2002; 

Henson, 2001; Khurshid, Qasmi, & Ashraf, 2012; Alijanian, 2012; Conger & Kanungo, 

2000; Klassen & Chiu, 2010; Lee, Dedrick, & Smith,2004; Smylie, 2000; Pajares, 2004; 

Wolters & Daugherty, 2007). 

Depending upon the researches on the teacher self-efficacy under those far 

reaching arrangement of circumstances what's more demographic features, emphasis on 

the outcomes of the teacher‘s self-efficacy and its connection for location, gender, school 
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level, designation, and service length trailed by the appraisal works carried to explore 

teacher‘s self-efficacy during changeover period in the medium of teaching from the 

mother language to foreign language. 

2.12.1 Environmental Factors 

Uncooperative school environment generated by the management and authorities 

followed by absence of sustenance decreases teachers level of self-efficacy and backs to 

abrasion (Ro senholtz, 2009).  Whitaker (2000), found that school management‘s support 

in assigning the new duties to novice teachers and providing them necessary support to 

become the part of school culture helps new teachers to be adjusted in new environment. 

Furthermore, absence of necessary help and guidance of the school management 

and authorities lowers the working efficiency and self-efficacy of the teachers. Other 

difficulties faced by the new teachers are the aggressive response of the general education 

teachers, when they need help. 

Krajewski, Cheney and Combs (2002) found that before teachers are able to shift 

their focus more fully to students they need to gain adequacy as teachers and confidence 

in their abilities. When teachers were asked about most beneficial type of emotive 

support, according to 46% best type of support they could receive is an experienced special 

education teacher (Whitaker, 2000). One of the most critical needs of new teachers which 

have identified by mentoring studies is the need for emotive support by on site mentors 

(White 2005). Furthermore, novice teachers identified acquiring a sense of community 

security as one of their induction goals. 
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The significance of assisting new teachers via on site mentoring seems 

continuously for the duration of induction literature (Boyer & Gillespie, 2000; Blanton et 

al., 2003; Ingersoll & Kralik, 2004; White & Mason, 2003; Whitaker, 2000). 

White (2005) and Whitaker (2000), found that effective administration required 

meeting with novice teachers once in a week provide the support to these teachers in the 

beginning of their teaching. 

Previous researches had proved that management‘s support for new teachers has 

played important role in adjustment of novice teachers in the new environment , set their 

behavior according to changed conditions and enhance their performance (Ganser, 2002). 

Gillespie and Boyer (2000), showed that provision of practical experience to these novice 

teachers in real sense helped the teachers in solving problems and promote their teaching 

abilities. The findings of the previous studies suggest that pre-service time is very crucial 

for the teachers .(Blanton et al., 2003, Darling-Hammond, 2003). So, it is substantial that 

curriculum of teacher education to manage the internships for the novice teachers which 

should be included in their pre-service experience. It will enhance the familiarity of new 

teachers to new environment and developmental paths and increase the self-efficacy of 

the teachers and to grow suitable student- teacher relations. 

2.12.2 Gender Factors that Influence Teacher Self-Efficacy 

A few researches might have been done on the teacher‘s self-efficacy. A little 

direction might have been found on the impacts of sexual orientation on the self-efficacy 

of the instructors. Teacher population diversity is inevitable and the basic diversity 

dimension is gender, this is the possible reason for keen interest. Because different 
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gender like male and female have different socialization and partially because men‘s and 

women‘s brains generally differ on relevant dimensions that‘s why it is supposed that it 

influence on organizational behavior partially.  (Baron-Cohen, 2003). 

A couple of examinations fill in found that female instructors hold larger amount 

about self-efficacy over male educators of the same position. (Karimvand 2011; Rubie-

Davies, Flint, and McDonald 2012). However, some studies found different results 

regarding the teacher‘s self-efficacy and gender of the teachers (Chiu and Klassen 2010; 

Isiksal and Çakiroglu 2009; Hackett & Betz, 2009; Pajares & Miller, 2004), but it 

depends upon the several factors like subjects, distance of school etc. On the other hand 

some researcher explored that there is no correlation among the teacher‘s self-efficacy 

level and gender of the teacher (Tejeda-Delgado 2009; Demlrel, Senemoglu, Yagci and 

Ustundag 2009; Khodaverdi and Tajeddin 2011). 

2.12.3 Locale Factors that Influence Teacher Self-Efficacy 

Location, environment, culture and management of the school are the main 

elements that regulate the smooth running and operative means of ensuring the 

encouraging environment for the teachers and students, which in turn increase their 

motivation and learning ability.  Hughes (2006), highlighted that teacher, self-efficacy 

differs from one place to another and locality of the school is important in self-efficacy of 

the teachers regardless of gender. Sisk, (2004), found the constructive relationship amid 

the teacher‘s self-efficacy and location of the school. However, several studies have 

opposite results and explored no effects of location of the school on the self-efficacy of 

the teachers (Mishra and Achcarya 2011; Padala 2012; Murshidi 2005 
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2.12.4 Teacher Efficacy and School Level Factors 

Self-efficacy of the educators may be of factor-specific standard (Dellinger et al. , 

2008) which will be dependent upon a unequivocal circumstances (Kass & Friedman, 

2002). School conditions and Principal leadership are factors of influence (Hoy & 

Tschannen-Moran, 2007). Ostensibly, those levels from claiming class assume essential 

part in deciding the self-efficacy of the educators. Particularly in Pakistani environment 

majority of the primary schools do not have even basic facilities and face shortage of 

staff, hence, teachers have less chances for learning from the experience of the other 

senior experienced teachers 

In the above narrated context, it is hypothesized that level of school effects the 

self-efficacy level of the teachers, specifically in the Pakistan. On the other hand, a few 

research works found no correlation among the self-efficacy of the teachers and level of 

the school (Daugherty and Wolters 2007; Iqbal and Shaukat 2012; Woolfolk Hoy and 

Tschannen-Moran 2007). 

2.12.5 Designation Factors that Influence Teacher Self-Efficacy 

Teacher‘s designation falls under the factors effecting the self-efficacy of the 

teachers. Some studies found that teachers working in the low grades have higher Level 

from claiming self-efficacy over the instructors having higher designations working in 

the primary level or elementary level schools(Wolters, & Daugherty, 2007; Chiu and 

Klassen 2010; Cousins, Ross, & Gadalla, 2004). Soodak and Podell (2004). 

Several other studies established a positive relationship between the teacher‘s 

designation and self-efficacy (Ashton &Webb,2007; Parkay, Proller and Olejnik, 2006). 

Certain variables like school environment, cooperation of colleagues and grade level (In 
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Pakistan teacher‘s grade levels might be named as teacher‘s designation) have the effects 

on the level of the teacher‘s self-efficacy. Wright (2010), declared some demographic 

variants that play role in determining the level of self-efficacy among the teachers like; 

teacher‘s age, student‘s class and spiritual alignment. 

2.12.6 Teaching Experience Factor that Influence Teacher Self-

Efficacy 

Gibson and  Dembo (2005), discovered that pre-service instructors bring high 

self-efficacy, however, as background increased, self-efficacy of the educator's testament 

diminished. 

Woolfolk and Hoy (2003), found the similar results that increased experience 

have negative effects on the self-efficacy of the teachers. However, Campbell (2004), 

displayed opposite results and concluded that self-efficacy of the teachers is increased 

with experience. Podell and Soodak (2004), found that self-efficacy level of pre-service 

teacher‘s decreased during the first year of their service but, self-efficacy was found to be 

more resilient in experienced teachers. 

Chacón (2005), found the correlation among the self-efficacy and demographic 

variants and determined that self-efficacy increased as the experience of the teachers 

increased. Chan, Tschannen-Moran and Hoy (2007, 2008), explored higher level of self-

efficacy among the experienced teachers than the new teachers. In the study conducted by 

the Zafar and Nabeel (2011), revealed that in Pakistan, experienced teachers hold upper 

stage of self-efficacy beliefs in comparison with new teachers. 
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2.13 Conceptual Framework 

Bandura (2007) indicated that an anthropological activity ensues in dissimilar 

social situations. Generally, these activities are the reflections of the personal characters 

of the individuals, surroundings and conducts of the peoples. As per views of  Bandura 

(2006, 2009), these activities and reaction are also called ―triadic reciprocal causation‖. 

According to this theory, individuals are the products at one place and producers of their 

environment at the other. (Bandura, 2007). 

According to Bandura‘s ―Social cognitive hypothesis of Self-Regulation‖ (2001) 

are individual holds self-reflective conduct technique which enable him to host control 

through him thinking, feelings, energy and exercises. 

2.14 Self-Efficacy 

Bandura (2007), demarcated Self-efficacy as views in one‘s abilities to inaugurate 

and attain the actions needed for attaining and managing the potential conditions. It 

means that people choose how to act according to their beliefs to achieve the targets and 

know about their abilities and knowledge pertaining to specific tasks (Pajares, 2002). 

Moreover, in many respects self-efficacy has a great importance; it aids people in making 

selections in their lives it provides courage and motivation to solve the problems and 

persist during catastrophes in life (Bandura, 2004). 

Professed self-efficacy provides a sound base of social cognitive theory, as self-

efficacy of the peoples affects alteration and variation for their own deeds and have vital 

role in their determinations (Bandura 2007, Maddux 2005). These beliefs decide whether 

individual is hoper or worrier and whether the behavior of the people is self-supporting or 

self-declining. Numerous studies found the positive relationship between  Self-efficacy 
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convictions and mankind's establishment. (Holden et al 2000, Multon et al 2005, 

Stajkovic & Luthans 2008). 

Efficacy beliefs provide an automated motivation in achieving the aims, dealing 

with difficulties and anticipated outcomes. The self-efficacy beliefs develop the thought 

to act and react under worries and despair with courage, determination and braveness. It 

happens because these factors develop positive capabilities, welfares and ethics among 

the human beings, even in absence of previous experience (Bandura, 2001). Similarly, 

self-efficacy comprises of concepts having several magnitudes, powers and erratic stages 

(Bandura, 2007). These efficacy beliefs are not static characteristics but vary according to 

an individual‘s finding, enactments and accomplishments in a sure area and in a specific 

time. The association between individual‘s previous knowledge, logic of self-efficacy, 

and upcoming recitals is resolute of the analysis of individual‘s recital and not by the real 

enactment itself. 

2.15 Sources of Efficacy Expectations 

Self-efficacy open schools help those people and groups who would not alter 

progressions up and down having effects of several elements like modification in job 

allocated, a changing situation, an innovative condition, mission exertion etc. Bandura 

(2006, 2007),  also included mastery and vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion and 

physiological arousal. Master experiences are a most potent way of acquiring strong 

sense of efficacy. Bandura, 2002; Gist, 2007, stated that this information deliver the 

trustworthy signals about the capabilities of the individuals whether or not he is capable 

of dealing with situations.  Bandura, Adams and Beyer (2007) specified that 

achievements shape a strong belief in people‘s self-efficacy. 
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Individuals level of self-efficacy increases or decreases in relation to their 

performance to be successful or otherwise.  By achieving success, people feel more 

happiness and self-reliance, while failures create anxiety and discouragement in them. If 

people become successful after hard work, persistency and by using past experience, their 

efficacy level is more durable. 

Another source of self-efficacy beliefs is through the indirect knowledge, 

delivered by the society or other people‘s experience and knowledge. This demonstration 

offers an operative means of arbitrating one‘s abilities in a definite field or variety of 

jobs. Peoples match themselves in comparison with these demonstrations (Schunk,2007; 

Bandura, 2006). Correspondingly, if one fails in spite of seeing other people‘s doings, it 

lowers the level of self-efficacy among the individuals (Brown & Inouye, 2008). 

The third source of self-efficacy knowledge is oral encouragement which contains 

oral contacts regarding people‘s accomplishment in viewpoint of others. Knowledge 

attained by the oral encouragement or discouragement facts the self-efficacy of the 

individuals (Bandura, 2007; Schunk, 2002). Oral influence is more operative if the 

persuading person is more capable in doing the similar tasks or activities. 

The last source of self-efficacy is physical excitement- means people‘s perception 

regarding sensitive and corporeal condition of their body. They feel anxiety and strain 

which indicates the low performance by them. They feel tiredness, pains or other physical 

sickness as a sign of lower activities. (Kass and Friedman, 2002) 
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2.16 A Recent Model of Teacher Efficacy 

Woolfolk Hoy Tschennen-Moran, and Hoy (2008) suggested a model in which 

synchronized theoretical components prevalent in earlier studies regarding the self-

efficacy of the teachers which provides a more comprehensive and plausible 

interpretation of the self-efficacy beliefs regarding  teachers. This model proposes that 

teacher first analyzed the jobs confronted to them and judge their personal behavior. 

Tshannen-Moran model specifies that by confronting the task, teacher first assess 

themselves whether they are capable to perform this particular task according to their 

abilities and experience or not. If their approach to perform this task become positive, 

then it is considered that they are efficacious. 

2.17 Transaction of Medium of Instruction 

Majority of the individuals suggests that teaching should be in mother or local 

language. However, the reality remains unchanged that world is becoming global village 

and English is becoming the international language for trade, business, communication 

and everything. (Nunan, 2003). 

Retorting to this situation, several governments of the non-English speaking 

countries, including Pakistan, are taking steps to promote English, so that their citizens 

may become conversant with the changing scenario. The step of changing medium of 

instruction needs some serious thinking. Firstly, it might create some stress and anxiety in 

general. Secondly, intangible effects regarding English as medium of instruction may 

affect the process of teaching and learning. Lastly, the performance and output of both 

teachers and students may be affected the much produce of the procedure i. e. Students‘ 

accomplishment might additionally be influenced. (Vinke, 2004). 
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Franklin (2000), expressed that teaching in alien language create several problems 

like effects on the decline of teacher‘s performance, control over class, organizational 

skill etc. Additionally, English language needs a lot of time for training the teachers, 

which is not possible in few weeks‘ refresher courses and training. Whereas, Math, 

Science and English are problematic matters for numerous students particularly in the 

countryside areas (Alwis, 2005). 

Several researches revealed that teachers having high level of self-efficacy are 

more willing to adopt innovations both in teaching and syllabus. Moreover, they are more 

exciting in implementing new ideas in teaching practices according to the needs of the 

students. (Guskey, 2000a; Stein & Wang, 2000; Berman, et al. 2007; Tschannen- Moran 

& Hoy, 2001). Czerniak, (2000), stated that teachers having high efficacy adopt 

techniques which are student- centered, while, less efficacy teachers adopted teacher- 

centered approaches during the teaching. This condition creates problems in gaining the 

objectives of transferring medium of instruction to foreign language. A study conducted 

by Wong, Tse, Shum, and Ki (2001), in Hong Kong showed the negative effects of 

English as medium of instruction. Similarly, in the Singaporean setting, English medium 

students delivered poor results in grammatical competency and language, and their ability 

of understanding and indulgent decreased (Cheung, 2004). 

Like other governments of the several countries for adopting English as medium 

of instruction in schools, Pakistan is also going to adopt the same policy. But this is not 

simple in Pakistan, in the presence of several local languages in different parts of the 

country. The change of teaching medium in Pakistan is the innovative step in public 

sector, primary, elementary and secondary schools.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The aim of this study was to compare the self - efficacy beliefs of Urdu and 

English secondary school teachers.  

This study was descriptive based on survey design, therefore following procedure 

and methodology was adopted: 

3.1 Design of Research 

 This study was descriptive survey type. Quantitative approach was used to 

conduct this study. A quantitative approach provides valuable information if the 

researcher wants to apply the results of the study to the target population (Polit and 

Hungler 2000). Descriptive survey research is inquiry about the incidence and style or 

scattering of variants; it is not influencing variants but includes describing (Ary, Jacobs 

and Razavieh, 2002,).  

3.2 Population 

All the teachers of Urdu and English, irrespective of their designation from class 

I-X of all the public sector schools, primary, elementary and secondary level within the 

jurisdiction of  Punjab province was the target population of the study. Only two subjects 

-Urdu and English teachers teaching from class I-X in nine randomly selected districts 

from three administrative divisions of the Punjab, comprised the accessible population of 

the study. 
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3.3 Sampling 

According to Fraenkel, Wallen & Hyun (2012), a sample in a study is the group 

from whom information is obtained, whereas according to Hoy (2008) sampling is a 

process of selecting subjects for a study in such a way that the subjects represent all the 

characteristics of the population from which they are being selected.  

Sample was drawn by Multistage stratified random and convenient sampling 

technique from the accessible population. The procedure for constituting this study 

sample consisted of the following steps. 

 Only three divisions were selected on convenience base (Lahore, 

Gujranwala, Faisalabad) 

 Three districts from each division were selected on convenience base. 

 The districts selected thus were Lahore, Kasur, Sheikhupura, 

Gujranwala, Sailkot, Gujrat, Faisalabad, Chiniot and Jhang. 

 All the government sector schools from each district were sub-divided 

into strata of primary, elementary, and secondary schools‘ level. 

 Each of these stratum was further sub-divided in to two sub -strata of 

urban schools and rural school on locale basis 

 Then these sub-stratums were further split into boys‘ and girls‘ 

schools. 

 Out of these schools, two English teachers and two Urdu teachers were 

selected randomly from both boys‘ and girls‘ schools. 
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Table 3.1 shows the conveniently selected three districts from nine administrative 

divisions of the Punjab. 

Sr.No Division District 

1 Lahore Lahore,Kasur and Sheikhupura 

2 Gujranwala Gujranwala .Sialkot and Gujarat 

3 Faisalabad Faisalabad ,Chiniot  and Jhang 
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Table 3.2 shows the summary of selected schools. 

District School Level 
Urban  Rural  Total 

  Male Female Male Female 

Lahore Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Kusur Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Sheikhupura Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Gujranwala Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Sailkot Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Gujrat Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Faisalabad Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Chiniot Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Jhang Primary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Elementary 2 2 2 2 8 

  Secondary 2 2 2 2 8 

Total Schools 54 54 54 54 216 

From sample of two males and two female schools, researcher selected two Urdu 

teachers and two English teachers on the gender basis. All the teachers of the nominated 

216 schools, who were teaching English or Urdu to class I to X, were selected as sample 

of the current study. 
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3.4  Instrument of the Study 

To measure the level of self-efficacy beliefs, among the target population, 

Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) was adopted. This tool was established by 

Tschannen -Moran & Woolfolk (2001) 

 TSES comprises of 24 items, which are assessed from the range of 9 points, in 

which 1— denotes Nil, 3—denotes few, 5—a little bit, 7—fairly a Bit, and 9—A Great 

Deal. TSES instrumental scale consists of three sub scales of 8 –items each. Efficacy for 

educational planning, efficacy for classroom organization and Efficacy for student 

involvement. Efficacy in student involvement aspect comprises of items 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 

14, 22. Efficacy in educational planning aspect comprises of items 7, 10, 11, 17, 18, 20, 

23, 24 and efficacy in classroom organization aspect comprises of items 3, 5, 8, 13, 15, 

16, 19, 21. Consistency for the TSES scale was calculated as to be .94 for long form (24 

items) and .93 for short form (12 items).  

3.5 Pilot Testing of the Research Instruments 

The purpose of pilot testing of research tool was to check the reliability, validity and the 

practical application of the research instrument and refine the items of the instrument. 

To assess the validity of ―TSES‖ all 24 items were translated into Urdu. Views of 

five professionals were sought for the validation of the instrument for bilingual i.e Urdu 

and English language. These five professionals were university professors. (Appendix A). 

These five professionals were asked to assess the bilingual instrument (TSES) to test the 
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validity of research instrument regarding the local circumstances. They also assessed 

whether Urdu and English phrases deliver the similar meanings. 

After reading the comments of these professionals, a pilot test was conducted, in 

which TSES were distributed to 20 teachers (10 males and 10 females‘ teachers). These 

teachers were not included in sample. The collected data was examined to measure the 

Chronbach alpha coefficient of reliability .Its value was 0.96, which is satisfactory as per 

procedures laid by legislature (2004). It is graded outstanding if the coefficient is high 

than 0.80, average if it ranges 0.60 - 0.79 and poor if it is less than 0.60  

Table 3.3 Sub-Scale Wise Reliability of the Instrument  

Sr.  No. Factor/ Sub Scale No. of 

Items 

Items numbers 

included in the factor 

Cronbach 

Alpha 

1 Efficacy in Student 

Engagement 

8 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 14, 22 .90 

2 Efficacy in Instructional 

Strategies 

8 7, 10, 11, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24 .85 

3 Efficacy in Classroom 

Management 

8 3, 5, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21 .91 

In this research, reliability of the sub-scales detailed in table 3.3 is  lesser then 

value of the overall scale. The three sub-scales comprised of 8 items each where the 

numeral of items in complete tool is 24. Pallant (2011) disclosed that Cronbach alpha 

scores rely on the number of items in a scale. If the number of items is less, Chronbach 

alpha value is also less. This value is directly proportional to number of items. According 

to Schmitt (2004), Chronbach alpha value upsurges with upsurge in span of the scale. 

Bilingual version of this instrument (Urdu and English) was used for data collection. 
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3.6 Data Collection 

The data was collected through personal visits to schools and help of some of 

friends and colleagues. Prearrangement for meeting with school teacher was made 

through telephonic calls to ensure their availability so that teachers may fill the 

questionnaire during their free periods. . The telephonic calls were also made a reminder 

where questionnaires were left to be filled in later. This way data from 864 teachers were 

collected. 

3.7 Analysis of Data 

Statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) version 21 was used for data 

processing and analysis. Following procedures was used for interpreting the data. 

 T-test was applied to measure the mean value of self-efficacy score of 

Urdu and English school   teachers. 

 Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to assess the 

change in mean values on the three sub scales of Teachers' Sense of 

Efficacy Scale (TSES). 

 Two Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was applied to measure the 

dissimilarity the mean self-efficacy values of Urdu and English teachers of 

secondary schools on the basis of gender, area, school level, teacher 

designation, and tenure of service. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The procedure regarding the analysis of data and its interpretation has been 

discussed in this chapter. The data was collected through The Teachers‘ Sense of 

Efficacy Scale (TSES) from Urdu and English teachers of government school .Statistical 

package for social sciences (SPSS) version 21 was exercised in analysis of data. Data 

analysis was done in two sections, first Descriptive analysis was applied and then 

Inferential analysis. Descriptive analysis contains the detailed information‘s regarding the 

demo-graphic variables of the respondents while, responses of TSES were analyzed 

through inferential statistics. 
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4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Table 4.1 Gender, Locale, School Level, and Medium of instruction basis 

distribution of sample. 

Distribution Respondents N Percentage (%) 

Gender basis Male 432 50.0 

Female 432 50 .0 

Locale basis Urban 429 48.9 

Rural 435 51.1 

School level Secondary 472 43.0 

Elementary 323 37.3 

Primary 169 19.7 

Medium of instruction English 452 52.4 

Urdu 412 47.6 

Above table shows gender-wise, locale-wise, school level wise and medium of 

teaching wise distribution of the sample (Table 4.1).  Sample was 50% (432) males and 

50% (432) teachers from the female gender. Regarding the area wise 49.7 % (429) 

teachers were teaching in urban schools, while, 50.3% (435) teachers were serving in the 

rural area schools. 43 % (372) school teachers belong to Secondary schools, 37.3% (423) 

belong to elementary schools and 19.7% (169) were from primary schools. According to 

subject wise analysis 52.4% (452) English teacher, whereas, 47.6% (412) were Urdu 

teacher. 
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4.2 Inferential analysis 

Research Question No. 01 

Do Urdu and English teachers differ on their mean of self-efficacy scores? 

T-value (11.618) was significant at α=0.05 because p=0.000 < α=0.05. Self-

efficacy scores of Urdu and English teachers indicate noteworthy alteration amid their 

mean (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2 Evaluation of Self-efficacy beliefs between Urdu and English teachers 

Medium of 

instruction 

N Mean St. 

deviation 

Mean 

difference 

t-value p-value 

Urdu Teacher 412 142.73 28.955 15.87 11.618 0.000* 

English Teacher 452 126.86 28.250    

*p<0.05 

Table 4.2 shows, mean score, standard deviation and mean difference score. The 

table indicates mean difference score with High value of self-efficacy among the Urdu 

teachers as compared to English teachers.  
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Research Question No. 02 

Do Urdu and English teachers vary in relations of mean score on the three sub 

scales of ‗Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES)‘? 

Table 4.3. Indicating the MANOVA differences between Urdu and English teachers 

on three sub scales of Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES). 

Wilks Lambda F-value Hypothesis 

difference 

Error difference Significance 

0.928 45.34 3 1757 0.000* 

*p<0.05 

MANOVA outcomes indicate that F-value (F (3, 1757) =45.34, p=.000<0.01, 

Wilk‟s Lambda=.928) is significant (Table 4.3). Hereafter, it is determined that Urdu and 

English teachers vary meaningfully regarding their mean scores on the three sub scales of 

Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES). 
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Table 4.4 Indicating the Uni-variate Analysis of Variance for the differences 

between Urdu and English teacher on three sub scales of Teachers’ Sense of 

Efficacy Scale (TSES)  

Scales Medium 

teaching in 

Schools 

N Mean 

Score 

S.D Mean 

Difference 

(UT-ET) 

F- 

Value 

Significance 

 

Efficacy in 

Student 

Engagement 

Urdu 

teacher 

 

412 

 

46.67 

 

9.81 

 

 

5.02 

 

 

122.09 

 

 

0.000* 

English 

teacher 

452 41.54 9.66    

 

Efficacy in 

teaching 

Strategies 

Urdu 

teacher 

 

412 

 

48.27 

 

10.00 

 

 

5.42 

 

 

118.56 

 

 

0.000* 

English 

teacher 

452 42.85 10.83    

 

Efficacy in 

classroom 

management 

Urdu 

teacher 

 

412 

 

47.79 

 

10.31 

 

 

5.41 

 

 

127.08 

 

 

0.000* 

English 

teacher 

452 42.48 9.46    

*p<0.05 

The F-value in every sub-scale of TSES regarding medium of teaching variances 

are stated in table 4.4. These values relate to medium of teaching which indicate that each 

sub-scales of TSES viz. Efficacy in students Engagement (F=122.09, p=0.000<0.01), 

Efficacy in teaching strategies (F=118.56, p=0.000<0.01), and Efficacy in classroom 

management (F=127.08, p=0.000<0.01) varies meaningfully in Urdu and English 

teachers‘ self- efficacy beliefs. Urdu teachers‘ Efficacy in students Engagement 

(M=46.67, S.D. =9.81), and Efficacy in classroom management (M=47.79, S.D. =10.31) 

is greater as compared to English teachers whereas Efficacy in teaching Strategies 

(M=48.27, S.D. =10.00) is lesser then English teacher.  
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Table 4.5 Descriptive statistic of Urdu and English teachers on gender basis 

  
N Mean SD 

Male English Teacher 211 126.92 27.94 

 
Urdu Teacher 221 145.18 27.58 

Female English Teacher 241 126.81 28.56 

 
Urdu Teacher 191 139.99 30.22 

Above table shows that total number of male English teachers is 211 and that total 

number of male Urdu teachers is 221 on the other hand total numbers of female English 

teachers is 241 and that total number of female Urdu teachers is 191. 
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Research Question No. 03 

Do Urdu and English teachers differ regarding gender on their mean self-efficacy scores? 

Table 4.6 ANOVA table for medium of teaching and gender for self-efficacy beliefs 

of teachers 

Sources 
Sum of 

Square 
Difference Mean Square F-value Significance 

Gender 3074.994 1 3074.994 3.773 .052 

Medium of 

teaching 
108144.596 1 108144.596 132.696 .000* 

Gender * Medium 

of teaching 
2816.594 1 2816.594 3.456 .063 

Error 1431921.6 1757 814.981   

*p<0.05 

Self-efficacy belief scores of the teachers on the basis of their gender i.e. male 

teachers and female teachers and on the basis of their medium of teaching i.e. Urdu and 

English (Table 4.6), analyzed by a two-way analysis of variance.  The key findings of the 

gender produced an F ratio of F (1, 1757) =3.773, p < .05, representing that the mean 

self-efficacy ratio was not substantial, i.e. self-efficacy beliefs did not indicate variability 

in their values for gender. Similarly, the foremost result of medium of teaching produced 

an F ratio of F (1, 1757) =132.696, p < .001, demonstrating that the mean self-efficacy 

score was meaningfully greater for the Urdu teachers (Male M = 145.18, SD = 27.58, 

Female M =139.99, SD = 30.22) as compared to English teachers (Male M = 126.92, SD 

=27.94, Female M = 126.81, SD = 28.56). The interface influence was in-significant, F 

(1, 1757) = 3.456, p > .05. 
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Table 4.7 Descriptive statistics of Urdu and English teachers on locale basis 

    N Mean SD 

Urban English Teacher 240 125.06 24.435 

 

Urdu Teacher 189 139.45 27.803 

Rural English Teacher 220 128.81 31.786 

  Urdu Teacher 215 145.47 29.635 

 

Above table shows that total number of urban school English teachers is 240 mean score 

is 125.06 and S.D is 24.435 and that total number of urban school Urdu teachers is 189 

mean score is 139.45 and S.D is 27.803 on the other hand total number of rural school 

English teachers is 220 mean score is 128.81 and S.D is 31.786 and that total number of 

rural school Urdu teachers is 215 mean score is 145.47 and S.D is 29.635. 
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Research Question No. 04 

Do Urdu and English teachers differ regarding locale on their mean self-efficacy scores? 

Table 4.8 ANOVA table for Medium of Instruction and Locale for self-efficacy 

beliefs of teachers 

Sources Sum of Square Df Mean 

Square 

F Significance 

Locale 10427.497 1 10427.497 12.841 .000* 

Medium of Instruction 105241.762 1 105241.762 129.600 .000* 

Locale * Medium of 

Instruction 

562.514 1 562.514 .693 .405 

Error 1426771.861 1757 812.050   

*p<0.05 

Self-efficacy belief scores of the teachers on the basis of their gender i.e. male 

teachers and female teachers and on the basis of locale i.e. urban school and rural schools 

(Table 4.8), analyzed by a two-way analysis of variance.  All results were at 0.001 

meaningful level. The key findings of the gender produced an F ratio of F (1, 1757) = 

12.84, p < .001, representing that the mean self-efficacy ratio was meaningfully High in 

rural teachers. (English M = 128.81, SD = 31.79, Urdu teacher M = 145.47, SD = 29.64) 

in comparison to urban teachers (English teacher M = 125.06, SD = 24.44, Urdu teacher 

M =139.45, SD = 27.80). 

The core outcome of medium of teaching produced an F ratio of F (1, 1757) = 

129.6, p < .001, representative that the mean self-efficacy score was expressively greater 

for the Urdu teachers (urban M = 139.45, SD = 27.80, rural M = 145.47, SD = 29.64) as 
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compared to the English teachers (urban M = 125.06, SD = 24.44, rural M = 128.81, SD 

= 31.79). The interface outcome was negligible, F (1, 1757) = .693, p > .05. 

Table 4.9 Descriptive statistics of Urdu and English teacher on school level basis 

    

N Mean Mean Difference 

UT-ET 

SD 

Primary English Teacher 97 124.41 
32.21 

25.879 

 

Urdu Teacher 72 156.62 26.733 

Elementary English Teacher 163 125.04 
16.32 

24.731 

 

Urdu Teacher 160 141.36 27.835 

Secondary English Teacher 190 129.79 
8.28 

31.900 

  Urdu Teacher 182 138.07 29.082 

Above table shows that total number of primary school  English teachers is 97  S.D is 

25.879   and that total number of primary school Urdu teachers is 72 S.D is 26.733 mean 

difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 32.21on the other hand  total number 

of elementary school  English teachers is 163 S.D is 24.731  and that  total number of  

elementary school Urdu teachers is 160 S.D is 27.835 mean difference of Urdu teacher 

and English teachers is 16.32 and total number of secondary school  English teachers is 

190 S.D is 31.900 and that  total number of  secondary Urdu teachers is 182 S.D is 

29.082 mean difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 8.28. 
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Research Question No. 05 

Is there any difference between Urdu and English teacher mean self-efficacy 

scores on the basis of school level i.e. Primary, Elementary, and Secondary? 

Table 4.10 ANOVA table for Medium of Instruction and School Level for self-

efficacy beliefs of teachers 

Sources Sum of Square Df Mean 

Square 

F Significance 

School Level 13849.20 2 6924.710 8.720 .000* 

Medium of Instruction 142017.681 1 142017.681 178.839 .000* 

School Level * Medium 
 

of Instruction 

34664.790 2 17332.395 21.826 .000* 

Error 1393662.862 1755 794.110   

*p<0.05 

The self-efficacy of the school teachers was calculated by using two-way 

ANOVA on the basis of their medium of teaching and level of school. The results of two-

way ANOVA test stated substantially noteworthy outcomes for school level, F (2, 1755) 

= 8.72, p <.05, demonstrating greater level of self-efficacy for primary school teachers 

(Table 4.10). Similarly, substantially remarkable outcomes for the medium of teaching, F 

(1, 1755) =178.83, p < .05, demonstrating that Urdu teacher secured better self-efficacy. 

As the interface amid school level and medium of teaching was also substantial, F (2, 

1755) = 21.82, p <.05, a post hoc analysis with Tukey‘s HSD was done. The outcomes of 

post hoc got a link with descriptive analysis and exposed that teachers of primary level 

schools who have teach in Urdu showed greater level of self-efficacy as compared to 
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teachers of elementary or Secondary schools regardless of their medium of teaching. 

Similarly, they secured bigger level of self-efficacy as compared to teachers of primary 

schools, who use English as medium of instruction. 

Table 4.11 Tukey HSD Comparison for Teachers' Self Efficacy 

(I) School 

level of 

respondent 

(J) School 

level of 

Respondent 

Mean 

Differen

ce (I-J) 

Std. 

Error 
Sig. 95% Confidence Interval 

     

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Secondary 
Elementary 0.7 1.514 0.888 -2.85 4.25 

Primary -4.07 1.795 0.061 -4.25 2.85 

Elementary 
Secondary -0.7 1.514 0.888 -8.28 0.14 

Primary -4.77* 1.84 0.026 -9.08 -0.45 

Primary 
Secondary 4.07 1.795 0.061 -0.14 8.28 

Elementary 4.77* 1.84 0.026 0.45 9.08 

* p < 0.05 

Above table shows 95% Confidence Interval at secondary school level of respondent at 

elementary level lower bound is -2.85, upper bound is 4.25 and primary level lower 

bound is -4.25, upper bound is 2.85.while 95% Confidence Interval at Elementary school 

level of respondent at Secondary level lower bound is -8.28, upper bound is 0.14and 

primary level lower bound is -4.25, upper bound is 2.85 
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Research Question No. 06 

Is there any difference between Urdu and English teacher mean self-efficacy 

scores on the basis of designation i.e. PST, EST, SST, or other?  

Table 4.12 Descriptive statistics of Urdu and English teacher on designation basis 

    
Mean Mean Difference 

UT-ET 

SD 

Primary English Teacher 122.39 
17.44 

26.19 

 

Urdu Teacher 139.83 28.84 

Elementary English Teacher 130.14 
14.86 

28.74 

 

Urdu Teacher 145.00 28.88 

Secondary English Teacher 168.43 
-7.71 

23.18 

  Urdu Teacher 160.70 25.36 

Above table shows that primary school English teachers  mean score is 122.39 S.D is 

26.19 and that primary school Urdu teachers  mean score is 130.14 S.D is 28.84  mean 

difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 17.44 on the other hand  Elementary 

school  English teachers mean score IS 130.14  S.D is 28.74  and elementary school Urdu 

teachers mean score is 145 S.D is 28.74 mean difference of Urdu teacher and English 

teachers is 14.86 and secondary school  English teachers mean score  is 168.43 S.D is 

23.18  and that  Urdu teachers mean score is 160.70  S.D is 25.36 mean difference of 

Urdu teacher and English teachers is -7.71. 
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Table 4.13 ANOVA table for Medium of Instruction and Designation for self-

efficacy beliefs of teachers 

Sources Sum of Square df Mean Square F Significance 

Designation 63719.220 2 31859.610 40.784 .000* 

Medium of Instruction 6836.356 1 6836.356 8.751 .003* 

Designation * Medium 

of Instruction 

7804.337 2 3902.169 4.995 .007* 

Error 1370953.035 1755 781.170   

*p<0.05 

The self-efficacy of the school teachers was calculated by using two-way 

ANOVA on the basis of their medium of teaching and job designation (Table 4.13). The 

results of two-way ANOVA test stated substantially noteworthy outcomes for job 

designation, F (2, 1755) = 40.78, p < .05, demonstrating greater level of self-efficacy for 

SSTs (table.4.13). Similarly, substantially remarkable outcomes for the medium of 

teaching, F (1, 1755) = 8.75, p < .05, demonstrating that Urdu teacher secured better self-

efficacy. As the interface amid teacher designation and medium of teaching was also 

substantial, F (2, 1755) = 4.99, p <. 05, a post hoc analysis with Tukey‘s HSD was done 

(Table 4.14). The outcomes of post hoc got a link with descriptive analysis and exposed 

that teachers, who have Urdu as medium of teaching showed overall greater level of self-

efficacy irrespective of their job designation. However, difference was observed 

regarding SSTs, where English Teachers SST‘s (M = 168.43) secured High level of self-

efficacy as compared to Urdu Teachers (M = 160.72). 
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Table: 4.14 Turkey HSD Comparison for Teachers' Self Efficacy 

(I) Designation 

of respondent 

(J) Designation 

of Respondent 

Mean 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Std. 

Error 
Sig. 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

          

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

PST 
EST -6.06* 1.363 .000* -9.26 -2.87 

SST -32.93* 3.944 .000* -42.18 -23.68 

EST 
PST 6.06* 1.363 .000* 2.87 9.26 

SST -26.87* 3.973 .000* -36.18 -17.55 

SST 
PST 32.93* 3.944 .000* 23.68 42.18 

EST 26.87* 3.973 .000* 17.55 36.18 

* p < 0.05 

Above table shows 95% Confidence Interval at primary school teacher of respondent at 

elementary school teacher lower bound is -9.26, upper bound is -2.87 and Secondary 

school teacher lower bound is -42.18, upper bound is -23.68 .while 95% Confidence 

Interval at Secondary school teacher of respondent at primary school lower bound is -

23.68, upper bound is 42.18 and elementary school teacher lower bound is 17.55, upper 

bound is 36.18. 
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Research Question No. 07 

Is there any difference between Urdu and English teacher‘ mean self-efficacy 

scores on the basis of service length? 

Table 4.15 Descriptive statistics of Urdu and English teacher on the basis of service 

length in years 

    Mean Mean Difference UT-ET SD 

0-5 
English Teacher 132.84 

12.88 
25.672 

Urdu Teacher 145.72 24.056 

6-10 
English Teacher 134.17 

9.64 
25.604 

Urdu Teacher 143.81 27.13 

11-15 
English Teacher 128.81 

13.24 
29.308 

Urdu Teacher 141.32 28.508 

16-20 
English Teacher 126.67 

18.79 
27.8 

Urdu Teacher 145.46 31.513 

21-25 English Teacher 121.25 18.7 27.272 

Urdu Teacher 139.95 30.627 

Above 25 English Teacher 134.98 13.9 36.263 

Urdu Teacher 148.88 22.64 

 

Above table shows that service length in years 0-5 English teachers  mean score is  

132.84 S.D is 25.672 and Urdu teachers mean score is 145.72 72  S.D is 24.056 mean 

difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 12.88 on the other service length in 

years 6-10 English teachers  mean score is  134.17 S.D is 25.604 and Urdu teachers mean 

score is 143.81  S.D is 27.13 mean difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 

9.64 and service length in years 11-15 English teachers  mean score is  128.81 S.D is 

29.308 and Urdu teachers mean score is 141.32 S.D is 28.508 mean difference of Urdu 

teacher and English teachers is 13.24 while service length in years 16-20 English teachers  

mean score is  126.67 S.D is 27.8 and Urdu teachers mean score is 145.64  S.D is 31.51 
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mean difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 18.79 and service length in years 

21-25 English teachers  mean score is  121.25 S.D is 27.272 and Urdu teachers mean 

score is 139.95  S.D is 30.627 mean difference of Urdu teacher and English teachers is 

18.7. And service length is above25 English teachers mean score is  134.98 S.D is 36.263 

and Urdu teachers mean score is 148.88  S.D is 22.64 mean difference of Urdu teacher 

and English teachers is 13.9. 

Table 4.16 ANOVA table for medium of teaching and length of service for self-

efficacy beliefs of teachers 

*p<0.05 

The self-efficacy of the school teachers was calculated by using two-way 

ANOVA on the basis of their medium of teaching and their service length. The results of 

two-way ANOVA test stated substantially noteworthy outcomes on the service length, F 

(5, 1749) = 5.39, p < .001, demonstrating greater level of self-efficacy for teachers of 

service length more than 25 years (Table 4.16). Similarly, substantially remarkable 

outcomes for the medium of teaching, F (1, 1749) = 69.64 < .001, demonstrating that 

Urdu teachers secured better self-efficacy. As the interface amid service tenure and 

medium of teaching was not significant, F (5, 1749) = 1.24, p > .05. 

  

Sources Sum of Square difference 
Mean 

Square 
F-value Significance 

Length of service 21740.742 5 4348.148 5.392 .000* 

Medium of teaching 56157.785 1 56157.785 69.644 .000* 

Length of service * 

Medium of teaching 
5009.403 5 1001.881 1.242 .287 

Error 1410307.868 1749 806.351   
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 

DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary 

This chapter deals with the summary, findings, conclusions, discussion, and 

recommendations based on the data analysis. 

The main objectives of the present research was to analyze the self-efficacy 

beliefs of school teachers using English or Urdu as medium of teaching, while teaching to 

classes (1-10) in public sector schools and define whether the English teachers 

demonstrate upper stage of self-efficacy as compared to teachers of Urdu medium of 

teaching or otherwise. 

The objectives of the study were to Compare Urdu and English secondary school 

teachers self - efficacy beliefs on following basis: 1) Gender. 2) Urban and rural. 3) Of 

school level (primary, elementary and secondary). 4) Of their job designation i.e. PST, 

EST, SST, or other. 5) Of service length. 

To achieve the objectives of the study, the data was gathered through a bilingual, 

Urdu and English, of ―teachers‘ sense of efficacy scale (TSES) established by 

Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk (2001)‖. The data was collected through personal visits 

to schools. Prearrangement for meeting with school teachers was made through 
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telephonic calls to ensure their availability so that teachers may fill the questionnaire 

during their free periods. This way data from 864 teachers was collected. The collected 

data was analyzed using statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) software version 

21. As per nature of the data collected, a descriptive analysis, t-test, two ways analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) were used. On the 

basis of data analysis findings, conclusions, and recommendations were made. 
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5.2 Findings 

As per outcomes of the data analysis the key findings of this study were; 

1. Apparent variance was observed between the mean self -efficacy scores of Urdu 

teachers and English teachers. Substantial difference of the mean self-efficacy 

score indicated that Urdu teachers (M= 142.73, SD=28.955) were more Self-

Efficacious as compared to English teachers (M= 126.86, SD=28.250); t= 11.618, 

p= 0.05 (table 4.2). 

2. MANOVA outcomes indicated that F-value F (3, 1757) =45.34, p=.000<0.05, 

Wilk‟s Lambda=0.928) was noteworthy. It accomplished that Urdu and English 

teachers vary considerably on the basis of their mean score on the three sub scales 

of Teachers‘ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) (table 4.3). The measures of mean 

variance for the medium of teaching exposed that all the three sub-scales of TSES 

viz. Efficacy in Student involvement (F=122.09, p=0.000<0.05), Efficacy in 

teaching planning (F=118.56, p=0.000<0.05), and Efficacy in classroom 

organization (F=127.08, p=0.000<0.05) vary pointedly in Urdu and English 

teachers‘ self-efficacy beliefs. Additionally, Urdu teachers‘ secured upper stage of 

self-Efficacy than English teachers regarding students  involvement (Urdu 

Teacher M=46.67, SD = 9.81, English Teacher M=41.54, SD=9.66), Teaching 

Tactics (Urdu Teacher M=48.27, SD =10.00, English Teacher M=42.85, 

SD=10.83), and classroom organization (Urdu Teacher M=47.79, SD =10.31, 

English Teacher M=42.48, SD=9.46) (table 4.4). 

3. The analytical outcomes of the two-way ANOVA indicated that key influence for 

gender having F value of F (1, 1757) =3.773, p < .05, was meaningless. It means 
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that self-efficacy beliefs had similar values in case of gender. On the other hand, 

the key influence for medium of teaching created an F value of F (1, 1757) 

=132.696, p < .05, representative that the mean self-efficacy score was 

expressively greater for the Urdu teachers (Male M = 145.18, SD = 27.58, Female 

M = 139.99, SD = 30.22) as compared to the English teachers (Male M = 126.92, 

SD =27.94, Female M = 126.81, SD = 28.56). The interface upshot was 

negligible, F (1, 1757) = 3.456, p > .05 (table 4.6). 

4. The investigative outcomes of the two-way ANOVA indicated that key impact for 

locale basis having F Value F (1, 1757) = 12.84, p < .05, was substantial. The 

mean scores and standard deviation designated that rural teachers (English 

Teacher M = 128.81, SD = 31.79, Urdu Teacher M = 145.47, SD = 29.64) showed 

greater level of self-efficacy as compared to the urban teachers (English Teacher 

M = 125.06, SD = 24.44, Urdu Teacher M = 139.45, SD = 27.80). Similarly, the 

key upshot of the medium of teaching also secured High value of F (1, 1757) = 

129.6, p < .05, specifying that the mean self-efficacy score was expressively 

greater between Urdu teachers (urban M = 139.45, SD = 27.80, rural M = 145.47, 

SD = 29.64) as compared to the English teachers (urban M = 125.06, SD = 24.44, 

rural M = 128.81, SD = 31.79). The interface upshot was negligible, F (1, 1757) = 

.693, p> .05 (table 4.8). 

5. Variance investigation indicated that school level has expressive effects, F (2, 

1755) = 8.72, p < .05. Which means that primary school teachers have greater 

value of self-efficacy. The key impacts of medium of teaching were also 

substantial, F (1, 1755) =178.83, p < .0, which represent that Urdu teachers 
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secured greater level of self-efficacy (table 4.10). Interface amid of school level 

and medium of teaching were observed meaningful, F (2, 1755) = 21.82, p <. 05, 

when more exploration was carried out. The collective outcomes of the 

descriptive analysis represented that teachers doing jobs in primary schools and 

using Urdu teachers expressed High level of self-efficacy as compared to the 

teachers of elementary or Secondary school level, regardless of their medium of 

teaching. They secured greater value of self-efficacy level in comparison to 

teachers of primary school English teachers (table 4.10). 

6. Investigation regarding the difference in variables indicated that job designation 

have expressive effects, F (2, 1755) = 40.78, p < .05, which designates High level 

of self-efficacy of SSTs. The key impacts of medium of teaching were also 

substantial (1, 1755) = 8.75, p < .05, which demonstrated that Urdu teachers‘ had 

greater level of self-efficacy (table 4.13). Interface amid level of teacher 

designation and medium of teaching were observed meaningful, F (2,1755) = 

4.99, p <. 05. Post hoc evaluations with Tukey‘s HSD associated with descriptive 

analysis exposed that overall Urdu teachers secured greater level of self-efficacy 

regardless of their job designation. A difference was observed among the SSTs. 

Those SSTs who were teaching English (M = 168.43) showed High level of self-

efficacy as compared to the Urdu teachers (M = 160.72) (table 4.12). 

7. Analysis regarding the difference in variables using the two-way ANOVA, 

indicated that medium of teaching of the teachers and their job length have 

meaningful effects, among which the job length had more key impacts, F (5, 

1749) = 5.39, p < .05, which showed greater value of self-efficacy among the 
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teaching staff with service length longer than 25 years.  The foremost impacts of 

the medium of teaching were also impressive F (1, 1749) = 69.64 < .05, 

demonstrating that self-efficacy level among the Urdu teachers was High. 

Interface amid level of teacher‘s service length and medium of teaching were 

observed meaningful, F (5, 1749) = 1.24, p > .05 (table 4.16). 
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5.3 Conclusions 

The conclusion was made after reviewing the outcomes of the study and detailed 

discussion of the findings of the research work as follows: 

1. Urdu teacher had High level of self-efficacy in comparison with the English 

teachers. Which indicates that Urdu teachers recognize themselves more 

proficient and comfortable in caring out of their responsibilities of teaching as 

compared to the English teachers.  

2. Urdu teachers and English teachers both had dissimilar level of self-efficacy on 

the three sub-scales of teacher efficacy. The Urdu teachers showed greater value 

of self-efficacy in measurement of three sub-scales i.e. student‘s involvement, 

teaching tactics, and classroom organization. Hence, Urdu teachers felt High level 

of contentment and comfort in involving their students in class activities, planning 

better approaches to increase students‘ interest, and handle complex situations in 

the school during teaching as compared to their colleagues i.e. English teachers. 

3. No change was observed among the male teachers and female teachers on their 

self-efficacy scores, indicating similar level of self-efficacy among them. But, 

medium of teaching disclosed different results. Urdu teachers exhibited High 

level of self-efficacy regardless of gender in comparison to English teachers. 

4. On the locale basis, rural teachers demonstrated High level of self-efficacy as 

compared to urban area teachers, regardless of their medium of teaching. 

Additionally, Urdu teachers displayed High level of self-efficacy irrespective of 

their locality of school. 
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5. The level of teacher‘s school showed valuable effects on the self-efficacy score of 

the teachers. Primary school teachers demonstrated High level of self-efficacious 

power as compared to elementary or Secondary school teachers. Moreover, Urdu 

teachers had more self-efficacious value; hence, Urdu teachers felt High level of 

contentment and comfort in teaching as compared to their colleagues i.e. English 

teachers. 

6. Teacher‘s job designation was observed as chief indicator of teacher‘s level of 

self-efficacy. SSTs retained greater value on the self-efficacy scale as compared 

to PSTs and ESTs. Likewise, Urdu teachers displayed upper stage of self-efficacy 

irrespective of their job title. Conversely, SSTs English displayed High level of 

self-efficacy as compared to Urdu SSTs. These findings were opposite to the 

primary teachers described in paragraph 5 of the conclusions. As per Dawson and 

Trapp (2004) Mean is subtle to exciting numbers specifically in case of small 

sample. However, it seems difficult in assessing the central tendency of slanted 

scattering (Swinscow, & Campbell, 2003). 

7. Positive effects of the service length of the teachers were found on the self-

efficacy score of the teachers. Teachers with 25 years‘ service displayed high 

scores on the self-efficacy scale as compared to teachers of service tenure lesser 

than 25 years.  However, Urdu teachers demonstrated greater level of self-

efficacy in comparison to English teachers, regardless of their service length. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The current research measures the level of self-efficacy beliefs of Urdu teachers 

and English teachers of class 1-10 in public schools of Punjab. The comparison between 

the self-efficacy beliefs of Urdu teachers and English teachers was also drawn. The main 

objective of the current research was to measure the effectiveness of English teachers and 

to assess whether, the English teachers were proficient and feel comfort in teaching to 

student in English as medium of teaching and achieve the desired results. Since the near 

past, when English medium instruction (EMI) policy was implemented, particularly in 

Punjab province, a little empirical work has been carried out on this topic. The outcomes 

of the research questions formulated in the current study were discussed as below; 

Research question 1 

The investigation pertaining to research question 1 indicated that Urdu teachers 

showed greater value of self-efficacy in comparison to English teachers, which means, 

that Urdu teachers perceive themselves more proficient in teaching and attaining the 

desired results as compared to English teachers. Similar outcomes were observed in the 

previous study carried out in Hong Kong through change in medium of teaching (Tse, 

Shum, Ki, & Wong, 2001), where majority of the teachers thought teaching in mother 

language was easy as compared to foreign language as medium of instruction. The study 

in native language promote enthusiasm among the students which encourage them to 

complete their education up to the high level and also increase the quality of education. 

Similar findings were reported by Flowerdew, et al. (2000), who found the difficulties 

among the teachers of the Hong Kong universities facing complications in practicing 
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English as medium of teaching. Their perception was to use native language like Chines 

as medium of instruction in the class. 

However, Tung, Lam, and Tsang (2007), in their study conducted in Hong Kong, 

displayed the diverse outcomes. The teachers were fragmented according to their beliefs 

regarding medium of teaching. Some of the teachers thought medium of teaching in 

native language was more appropriate and they preferred local language as medium of 

study particularly during early stage education. While others thought that they are more 

efficient in using both languages as medium of instruction. 

The probable reason for this disagreement may be the differences among the 

societies. Pakistani society is a bilingual society, where local languages are widely 

spoken in parallel to Urdu as a national language. English and Arabic being the global 

language and religious language respectively have their significance. In this context, use 

of local language is common among the teachers in Pakistan. So, it seems natural that 

Urdu teachers thought themselves more capable and efficient in teaching as compared to 

English teachers. 

Research question 2 

The results related to research question 2 of the study indicated greater value of 

self-efficacy among the Urdu teachers on all the three sub-scales i.e. efficacy for student 

involvement, efficacy regarding teaching planning, and efficacy for classroom 

organization. It represented that they are more assertive in involving students in 

educational activities, can professionally plan tracts in promoting students learning and 

can efficiently handle the complex situations during studies in the school and manage  
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learning process  in more harmony as compare to English teachers. No previous research 

was found on the three sub scales of TSES regarding medium of instruction, However, 

some scholars made research on these sub scales in connection to other issues like school 

level (Wolters, & Daugherty, 2007; Shaukat, & Iqbal, 2012), and gender (Klassen, & 

Chiu,2010; Rubie-Davies, Flint, & McDonald, 2012). 

Research question 3 

No change was observed on teacher‘s gender self-efficacy scores. Both genders 

were similar in their beliefs regarding proficiency in teaching and achieving the desired 

outcomes. The findings of the study were claimed in fractional equivalence on the gender 

bases. Numerous studies of different countries displayed the same findings regarding no 

difference in beliefs on the teachers‘ gender self-efficacy (Al-Watban, 2012; Celik, 2013; 

Mir, 2003; Senemoglu, Demlrel, Yagci, & Ustundag, 2009; Tajeddin, & Khodaverdi, 

2011; Tejeda-Delgado, 2009). 

On the other hand, few studies presented different results, for instance, 

Karimvand‘s (2011) in the Iranian context argued that female teachers hold greater level 

of self-efficacy as compared to male teachers. Some other studies (Lee, Buck, & 

Midgley, 2002; Rubie-Davies, Flint, & McDonald, 2012) in another perspective 

demonstrated that female teachers exhibited greater value on the efficacy scale as 

compared to male teachers. Probable reason may be that usually female teachers are 

deputed for lower grade classes for teaching in many countries as compared to male 

teachers. So they showed greater value of self-efficacy in comparison to male teachers, 

which means, that female teachers perceive themselves more proficient in teaching and 
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attaining the desired results as compared to male teachers Klassen and Chiu (2010) 

reported that female teachers as compared to male teachers showed lower classroom 

organizational skills on the self-efficacy sub scale of teacher‘s efficiency. Other 

researches (CAKIROGLU and ISIKSAL, 2009; Hackett and Betz, 2009; Pajares and 

Miller, 2004) disclosed the findings‘ regarding male teacher‘s High level of self-efficacy.   

Research question 4 

The findings of this study depicted that teachers working in rural area schools 

have greater value of self-efficacy as compared to the teachers teaching in the urban 

school, regardless of their medium of teaching. Furthermore, Urdu teachers expressed 

more self-efficacy as compared to English teachers, irrespective of area of school. These 

results are in line the previous studies 

Loup, 2004; Sisk, 2004 established that location of the school and teacher‘s self-

efficacy have positive relationship. Some other research works (Mishra, & Acharya, 

2011; Murshidi, 2005; Padala, 2012), showed no relationship between locality of school 

and teacher‘s self-efficacy. 

Research question 5 

As per results of the study, the high self-efficacy among the teachers of primary 

schools was found as compared to teachers of elementary or Secondary schools. Medium 

of teaching had also played significant role in determining the level of self-efficacy, as 

Urdu teachers showed greater proficiency in delivering the knowledge to the students and 

achieving the desired results in comparison with the English teachers, particularly, among 

those primary teachers who were working in rural areas as compared to elementary or 
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Secondary schools. It depicts the importance of locality along with level of school. These 

findings are in general steady with Wolters and Daugherty‘s (2007) work, where they 

established that elementary teachers showed greater self-efficacy in student involvement 

than the teachers of Secondary schools.  Shaukat and Iqbal (2012), also established that 

teachers of the elementary schools exhibit high level of self-efficacy in comparison with 

teachers of Secondary schools. However, Tschannen-Moran, & Woolfolk Hoy, (2007), 

did not find any correlation between level of school and self-efficacy of the teachers. 

One possible reason for this may be that in Pakistan, particularly in the Punjab 

province, the vacancies of PSTs in primary, elementary or Secondary schools were 

engaged with the old teachers who were appointed one or two decades ago and these 

teachers  may also have political influence .In past that teachers generally had low 

qualifications. So, as a result of government policy of EMI, teacher with science 

background were appointed against the vacant positions in other schools. Since a large 

number of these schools were Urdu medium and primary status, thus the present findings. 

Research question 6 

The findings of the present study found that job title of the teachers displayed 

their level of self-efficacy intensely. SSTs showed high level of self-efficacy as compared 

to PSTs and ESTs, while PSTs and ESTs Urdu teachers got more scores on self-efficacy 

scale than PSTs and ESTs English teachers.  Furthermore, SSTs of English exhibit 

greater self-efficacy as compared to Urdu SSTs. The findings of the current research were 

not in the agreement with the earlier studies in the same field (Egger, 2006; Fives & 
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Buehl, 2010; Fives & Looney, 2009; Klassen, & Chiu, 2010; Ross, Cousins, & Gadalla, 

2004; Soodak, & Podell, 2004; Wolters, & Daugherty, 2007). 

The possible cause for these uneven results may be due to cultural differences. In 

those countries may be teachers are appointed according to grade level, where they have 

to teach only to that grade. While in Pakistan, generally, teachers recruited for Secondary 

grades are asked to teach the students of the lower classes, which is inconsistent to the 

job requirement   of the teachers. The current study was carried out on the teachers who 

teach Urdu or English to students of class 1-10, whereas (SSTs), as the name depicts 

were selected for 9
th

 and 10
th

 classes.  

Research question 7 

The outcomes of the research question 7 depict that Urdu teachers displayed 

greater self-efficacy irrespective of their service length and experience. The length of 

service only matters for the teachers having more than 25 years‘ of service where 

teachers have high level of self-efficacy as compared to teachers having less than 25 

years‘ service. The teachers working in the subgroups of service length years (0-5, 5-10, 

11-15, 16-20, 21-25) showed lower self-efficacy of the same level 

The outcomes of this research are in line with the previous studies carried out in 

different countries (Chan, 2006; Hoy, & Woolfolk, 2003; Nabeel, & Zafar, 2011; Soodak, 

& Podell, 2004; Tschannen-Moran, & Hoy, 2007). Tshannen-Moran and Hoy (2007), 

which show connection of greater level of efficacy to the teachers of long service as their 

efficacy bases. According to their findings, oral encouragement by the senior teachers 

enhance the efficaciousness among the junior teachers at the beginning of their career. 
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While teachers having long experience in teaching benefits from their expertise and 

experience, thus successful in achieving the goals of professional lives. 
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5.5 Recommendations 

As per findings of the present study following recommendations are made. 

1. The outcomes of present research along with earlier studies, revealed that medium 

of instruction in the local and national language exhibit more confidence level and 

enhance the proficiencies of the teachers in delivering the knowledge to the 

students as compared with the teachers foreign language.  Thus policy of 

implementing English from the early classes may be revised to achieve the 

desired outcomes. So the medium of teaching from class   1-10 may be retained as 

Urdu. 

2. English teachers may be trained further in lingual matter, teaching tracts, student 

involvement and organizational skills to enhance the self-efficacy level. However, 

duration of refresher courses may be extended for longer period to achieve the 

positive outcomes of the training. 

3. Teachers having small service length may be attached with the experienced 

teachers, so that juniors can learn from their seniors in teaching methodologies or 

organizational skills. 

4. It is difficult for the less proficient teachers in English to deliver lessons to the 

students and achieve proper results, so it is recommended that longer period of 

training courses, in spoken English  and workshops be held to improve their 

language skills, improve grammatical deficiencies, and learn organizational skills, 

which can enable them to produce optimum results with greater efficacy. 

5. Urdu and English are the lingual subjects, hence need deep knowledge as 

compared to other subjects. Thus teaching of these subjects may be assisted with 
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audio and visual equipment‘s like multimedia projectors. The visual medium of 

teaching can enhance the grasping power of the students and lessen the stresses 

over the teachers. 
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APPENDEX A 

Request for Experts’ Opinion 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

Assalam O Alaikum 

 I hope that this letter will find you in your good health. I am a Ph.D. scholar at the 

University of Lahore. The topic of my research study is “Comparison of Self-Efficacy 

Beliefs of Urdu and English Teachers”. I have designed one Questionnaire for this 

study to collect data from the subjects. 

 Kindly spare some of your precious time to rate the statements in the giving rating 

scale and give your expert opinion about the research tools so that these may be 

improved. 

 

Thanks for your kindness. 
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APPENDEX B 

List of Experts for the Validation of Instruments 

1. Prof.Dr. Iftikhar Ahmad Baig 

Professor, University of Lahore, Pakistan. 

 

2. Dr. Aashiq Hussain Dogar, 

Controller of Examination University of Education, Lahore, Pakistan. 

3. Dr. Sikandar Hayat, 

Ex-Associate Professor, IER, University of Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan. 

4. Dr. Khalid Rashid,  

Assistant Professor, University of Lahore, Pakistan. 

5. Dr. Javeed Iqbal Nadeem, 

Ex-Associate Professor, Govt. College Lahore, Lahore, Pakistan. 
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APPENDEX D 

Request to the research subjects to fill in the attached questionnaire 

To 

          ________________________________ 

          ________________________________ 

          ________________________________ 

Respected Sir/Madam 

Assalam O Alaikum 

I am Namra Munir Ph.D. Scholar.  In consultation with my worthy supervisor, I 

have planned a doctoral study titled “Comparison of Self-Efficacy Beliefs of Urdu and 

English Teachers” 

I do hope your long and rich experience will help me in conducting quality 

research. The questionnaire is simple and will take about 30 minutes. The information 

provided by you will be strictly kept confidential. Only frequencies, Means and Standard 

Deviation, t-test and ANOVA will be reported. You will not be asked to mention your 

name anywhere. Would you please be kind enough to spend your validate time to fill in 

attached questionnaire?  Instructions for filling in are given on the questionnaire. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Namra Munir 
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APPENDEX F 

Request to the research subjects to fill in the attached questionnaire 

To 

          ________________________________ 

          ________________________________ 

          ________________________________ 

Respected Sir/Madam 

Assalam O Alaikum 

I am Namra Munir Ph.D. Scholar.  In consultation with my worthy supervisor, I 

have planned a doctoral study titled “Comparison of Self-Efficacy Beliefs of Urdu and 

English Teachers” 

I do hope your long and rich experience will help me in conducting quality 

research. The questionnaire is simple and will take about 30 minutes. The information 

provided by you will be strictly kept confidential. Only frequencies, Means and Standard 

Deviation, t-test and ANOVA will be reported. You will not be asked to mention your 

name anywhere. Would you please be kind enough to spend your validate time to fill in 

attached questionnaire?  Instructions for filling in are given on the questionnaire. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Namra Munir 
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